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This week in Memphis history:

>>>>> 2010: Memphis Mayor A C Wharton Jr. announced Tobey Park would
be the site for the city’s first neighborhood skatepark. The $440,000
project was completed and opened in November 2011.

>>>>> 2008: Grays Creek residents and others in Cordova began organizing
opposition to plans for a new Walmart Supercenter on the northwest
corner of Houston Levee and Macon Roads. The project would later be
voted down by the Shelby County Commission.

>>>>> 1993: Filming was underway in Memphis on “The Client,” one of three
movie adaptations of John Grisham novels filmed in Memphis. Among
the actors in the city were Susan Sarandon and Tommy Lee Jones.

>>>>> 1963: Among the new merchant licenses on the front page of The
Daily News, a license for Davy Crockett Golf Course at 4380 Rangeline
Road in Frayser. The course included at one time a batting range and
other non-golf attractions in addition to the city golf course.

>>>>> 1952: The first Holiday Inn opened at 4941 Summer Ave., an idea by
businessman Kemmons Wilson, whose business ventures before the
motel chain had included movie concessions and jukeboxes and then
building homes. Wilson already owned the property and had a lumberyard toward the back of the parcel. The first Holiday Inn had 120 rooms.
Wilson borrowed $325,000 to build it and brought it in for $280,000. He
applied the balance left to start construction on three more in Memphis.
Source: “The Fifties” by David Halberstam
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MAAR Reports Home Sales
See Strong Gains in July
Memphis-area home sales posted
strong gains in July.
According to the Memphis Area Association of Realtors, 1,714 sales were
recorded in the area, up 22.5 percent from
1,399 last July.
MAAR records home sales in Shelby,
Fayette, Tipton, Hardeman, Hardin, McNairy and Lauderdale counties in Tennessee; DeSoto County in Mississippi; and
Crittenden County in Arkansas.
The average sales price in July was
$161,399, up 8.8 percent from $148,400 last
July. Total sales volume for July was $276.6
million, up 32.2 percent from $207.6 million last year.
Through July, 9,471 homes have been
sold, up 10.8 percent from 8,458 sales over
the same period last year. The year-todate average sales price was $141,924, up
10 percent from $129,050 last year. Sales
volume through July weighed in at $1.3
billion, up 21.8 percent from $1.1 billion
last year.

Transportation Secretary
Tours Main St. Downtown
U.S. Transportation Secretary Anthony
Foxx got a look at Main Street Memphis
from Uptown to South Main Wednesday,
Aug. 7, as the city prepares to use $15 million in federal grant funds to renovate it
and add a pedestrian and bicycle boardwalk across the Mississippi River.

The federal and state grant funding for
the Main Street to Main Street Multi-Modal
Connector Project was formally received
with a Memphis City Council vote Tuesday,
and with it comes a schedule for project
milestones the city must meet.
Construction on the Harahan Bridge
boardwalk is to begin later this year. The
boardwalk will link the improved Main
Street Memphis to Broadway Avenue in
West Memphis, Ark., which also gets federal funding for renovations.
During the Memphis visit, Foxx met
with U.S. Rep. Steve Cohen of Memphis
and Memphis Mayor A C Wharton Jr. about
another round of federal funding for which
the city is expected to apply to improve rail
facilities on Presidents Island.

Verso Paper Posts
Second-Quarter Loss
Memphis-based Verso Paper Corp.
reported its net sales for the quarter ended
June 30 dropped $34.9 million compared
to a year ago. And the company posted a
$39.2 million net loss before special items.
The maker of coated papers and
specialty paper products reported an
operating loss of $8.5 million for its second
quarter, a loss of about $1 million less than
the same quarter last year.
Verso president and CEO David Peterson said prices for coated paper were
stable in the first six months of the company’s fiscal year and that he expects price
improvements in the third quarter.
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Memphis Airport Scores Top
Grade on FAA Inspection
Memphis International Airport officials
said the airport has passed its annual
safety inspection by the Federal Aviation
Administration with “no discrepancy.”
“Passing our inspection with ‘no
discrepancy’ is a tremendous accomplishment, considering the complexity of our
airport’s activity and the amount of construction vehicles and equipment working
on the airfield,” said Scott Brockman, the
airport’s executive vice president and chief
operating officer.
The extensive, three-day FAA inspection is required of all commercial air
carrier airports to maintain their operating certificates. The evaluation ensures
compliance with detailed operational and
safety standards set forth by the FAA.

Fulmer Joins Loan Ops
At BankTennessee
Joy Fulmer has joined the loan operations department at BankTennessee.
She’ll help the loan operations manager, process loan payments, pay taxes and
insurance, perform escrow analysis and
help with documentation.
BankTennessee CEO Jim Rout described Fulmer, who worked in the
mortgage industry in Fort Worth, Texas,
before joining the Collierville-based bank,
as highly qualified and an asset to the bank
and its customers.

Bigfish Teams Up With
Center for Southern Folklore
Local creative agency Bigfish is teaming up with the Center for Southern
Folklore to sponsor free music during Elvis
Week by bringing Austin, Texas-based artist Elsa Cross to play in Memphis.
Cross is playing a show at the center,
123 S. Main St., Thursday, Aug. 15, at 7 p.m.
The show is free, though the center welcomes donations to fund its operations.

Memphis PMC Plant
Announces Expansion
PMC Group N.A. Inc. announced
Monday, Aug. 5, that it is consolidating its
manufacturing operations in Ohio, Kentucky and Memphis as part of an ongoing
effort to improve production efficiency.
The company said it would invest in
“significant capacity” expansions at its
Memphis and Carrolton, Ky., facilities for
stabilizers, lubricants, tin intermediates
and ester intermediates.
The chemical and plastics company
said the transition would begin during the
fourth quarter and is expected to be complete by the end of the first quarter of 2014.
“The current economic environment
drove the need to optimize the manufacturing footprint of the organometallics
business,” said Dr. Matthew Stershic, general manager of PMC Organometallix Inc.
in a statement “Our investments in this
project will position the business to more
efficiently serve its customers and invest in
technological innovations for the future.”
PMC Biogenix, a subsidiary of PM
Group, operates a 42-acre campus in North
Memphis, where it focuses on the production of oleochemicals. PMC acquired those

operations in 2010, when the company
acquired Chemtura Corp.’s oleochemical
business

International Paper Tower
Construction to Begin Soon
Highwoods Properties Inc. is getting
close to starting construction on International Paper’s new office tower.
Highwoods has filed a $952,440 building permit to lay the foundation for the
$56.1 million office tower.
Highwoods is aiming to begin construction by the end of August and
complete the building early in the second
quarter of 2015.
The new tower will be International
Paper’s fourth building at its East Memphis
office campus and is part of the company’s
headquarters expansion.
Earlier this year, the Memphis and
Shelby County Economic Development
Growth Engine granted the company a
$56.9 million payment-in-lieu-of-taxes
incentive to persuade International Paper
to stay in Memphis and expand. The
company will retain 2,274 high-paying jobs
in Memphis, add 101 new employees and
build the fourth office tower.

Real Estate Road Show
Heads to Hickory Hill
The Shelby County Real Estate Road
Show starts its second year Aug. 28 with an
event that will provide information on the
county’s tax sale and land bank.
The free event will be held at the
Hickory Hill Community Center, 3910
Ridgeway Road. Registration will begin
at 5:30 p.m., with the 90-minute program
starting at 6 p.m.
Real estate information company
Chandler Reports is sponsoring the show.
La Prensa Latina is participating as a
media sponsor, and the event will be presented in English and Spanish.
Representatives from the Shelby
County Chancery Court Clerk and Master’s
office, as well as a title attorney from the
Shelby County Trustee’s office, will be on
hand to answer questions.
Since August 2012, county trustee
David Lenoir has held road shows around
the county for a number of groups, including real estate agents, real estate attorneys,
nonprofit groups and neighborhood redevelopment organizations.
The show was created to promote the
county tax sale and Shelby County Land
Bank, and to solicit comments from the
public to help improve the process of
divesting county-owned properties, Lenoir
said. The county conducts four tax sales a
year, with the next one scheduled for Sept.
13. To register for the event, go to shelbycountytrustee.com and click on the “Real
Estate Road Show” item under “Events.”

County Pension Fund
Value Drops Slightly
The value of the pension fund that pays
benefits to Shelby County retirees took a
small step backward from May to June,
new figures show.
The fund’s value dropped from about
$1.03 billion in May to about $1 billion in
June. Still, the last time the fund was higher

than that during June was in 2007, when
the fund’s value was $1.04 billion.
Driven in part by a roaring stock
market, the size of the county’s retirement
defined benefit plan portfolio has topped
$1 billion every month from January to
June except for February, when its value
stood at $999.6 million.

Start Co. Expands West
With San Francisco Office
Start Co., formerly LaunchYourCity

weekly digest

Inc., has essentially expanded its footprint
to the West Coast, the organization announced this week.
It has opened an office in San Francisco to serve as a launch pad from which to
“encourage technology talent and startup
investors to look into Memphis to grow
and prosper.”
The office will be led by serial entrepreneur Mara Lewis.
Meanwhile, Start Co. also has added
three employees to support the enterprise
in Memphis. Hillary Quirk and Rachel
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49 cents per share, after taking a loss of $6
million, or 6 cents per share, a year ago.
Excluding one-time items, the company
said it earned 66 cents per share, up from
41 cents per share in the second quarter of
2012. Its revenue increased 7 percent, to
$2.42 billion from $2.27 billion.
Analysts expected income of 70 cents
per share and $2.42 billion in revenue, according to FactSet.
Tenet said outpatient visits grew 2.5
percent and inpatient admissions fell 3.5
percent, with emergency department visits
and surgeries both rising. Adjusted admissions combines both inpatient admissions
and outpatient procedures.
The company said bad debt costs, or
bills the company does not expect to be
paid, increased 9 percent to $207 million.

Wilhite will serve as community manager
and relationship manager, respectively. Al
Pickett will serve as mentorship director.
Start Co. also has announced a partnership with JumpStart Inc., a nationally
recognized nonprofit venture development organization.
The partnership will attempt to capture data related to creating and developing high-growth ventures, among other
things. Mike Mozenter, president of JumpStart’s regional consulting arm, said the
group chose to work with Start Co. because
of its track record supporting high-growth
tech startups in Memphis.

Tenet Healthcare Reports
Wider Second-Quarter Loss
Hospital operator Tenet Healthcare
Corp. reported this week it took a larger
loss in the second quarter on lower admissions and a series of costs related to early
debt repayment and other items.
During the quarter Tenet took a charge
of $171 million related to the early retirement of debt, its second such charge this
year. Tenet also reported greater depreciation and amortization expenses and
impairment, restructuring, and acquisition costs. Tenet said its adjusted admissions fell 0.7 percent because of reduced
inpatient admissions. Those admissions
were weaker than expected for the first half
of 2013.
Tenet reported a loss of $50 million, or

Southwest’s Revenue
Rises as Traffic Drops
Southwest Airlines Co. said on Wednesday that a key measure of revenue rose as
much as 5 percent in July, even though its
flights weren’t quite as full as a year ago.
Southwest estimated that its passenger
revenue for each seat carried one mile was
up 4 percent to 5 percent for the month.
Traffic fell 0.7 percent. Southwest
boosted its flying capacity by 0.6 percent
by adding longer flights. Because it added
capacity as traffic fell, occupancy on its
planes fell 1.1 percentage points, to 83.5
percent.

INDUSTRIAL AUCTION!
2 WAREHOUSE/FLEX BLDS
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DATE:
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The overall number of flights declined
4.7 percent, and the number of people
Southwest carried fell 3.2 percent for the
month.
For the first seven months of the year,
traffic has risen 1.2 percent. Flying capacity is up 1.6 percent. Occupancy has fallen
0.4 percentage points, to 80.1 percent.

Magna Bank Records
$1.5M Quarterly Profit
Magna Bank recorded a profit of $1.55
million for the second quarter, up from a
little less than $1 million during the same
period in 2012.
The bank’s year-to-date profit through
the second quarter was $2.9 million, up
from $1.6 million one year ago.
In a letter to shareholders, the bank
also reported that yields on loan and investment portfolios “are under pressure as
maturing assets are renewed at lower rates
and new assets are priced at lower yields.”

Mahaffey Named One Of
Fast-Growing Urban Firms
Mahaffey Fabric Structures has been
recognized as one of the 100 fastest-growing urban businesses in America.
The Initiative for a Competitive Inner
City – a nonprofit research and strategy
organization focused on U.S. inner city
economies and the businesses that succeed there – placed Mahaffey at 85 on its
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The Shelby County Commission on
Monday, Aug. 5, delayed voting for a
month on a resort addition to the Spring
Creek Ranch development at ColliervilleArlington and Raleigh LaGrange roads.
And developers of the First Citizens
National Bank mixed-use commercial space at Austin Peay Highway and
Millington-Arlington Road withdrew their
proposal from consideration. The development was for what is now a vacant lot at
the corner. The commission was preparing to send the plan back to the Land Use
Control Board, which had approved the

Presented by
Shelby County Trustee David Lenoir
and Shelby County Land Bank
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list of the 100 fastest-growing companies
in the inner city.
To qualify for the list, which was published in Fortune Magazine, companies
were required to have at least 51 percent
of their operations located in an economically distressed urban area, have at least 10
full-time employees and produce revenue
that met certain growth targets.
Mahaffey, located on Delp Street, is a
leading provider of portable structures,
and produces weddings, corporate events,
fairs, sporting events, festivals and more.
The company was No. 91 on the list
of fastest-growing urban companies last
year. In 2009 and 2011, Mahaffey made the
Inc. 5000 list of America’s Fastest Growing
Private Companies.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 28, 2013  5:30 p.m.—7:30 p.m.
@ HICKORY HILL COMMUNITY CENTER (3910 Ridgeway)
Shelby County Government owns thousands of properties it needs to SELL. Raw land and
properties zoned COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL and RESIDENTIAL. Come to the next Shelby
County Real Estate Road Show co-sponsored by Shelby County Trustee David Lenoir and
Chandler Reports to learn how to acquire these properties. Attorneys will be on-hand to
address your legal questions.
SPEAKERS:
Trustee David Lenoir will detail the Shelby County Tax Sale process and anti-blight initiative.
Shelby County Land Bank Administrator Dawn Kinard will discuss efforts to market countyowned properties and walk attendees through its GIS-based marketing tool.
COST: FREE
REGISTRATION DEADLINE:

August 26, 2013

EVENT IS FREE, but space is limited. Refreshments will be provided,
compliments of Chandler Reports.
RSVP to Chris Sheffield, csheffield@shelbycountytrustee.com

Sponsored by:
David C. Lenoir
Shelby County Trustee
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project when the developer announced he
was pulling the item.

Prodigi Arts Unveils
New Website, Message
Memphis-based creative production
agency Prodigi Arts has a new logo, website, staff and central message.
The business is expanding its digital
repertoire to include photo manipulation,
live-action animation and stop-motion.
It was founded in 2008 with a goal of bringing the animation industry to Memphis.
Recent additions to the team have
included graduates of the Memphis College of Art and the Savannah College of Art
and Design. They have backgrounds and
skills in animation as well as in illustration,
photography and painting, adding to the
new digital services that Prodigi Arts will
begin offering to its clients.
Prodigi Arts also has a redesigned website that displays news, blog entries and
past projects in a more visually appealing
layout that is easier for users to navigate.

GM to Invest Millions
More at Tenn. Factory
General Motors plans to spend another
$167 million at its Tennessee factory so it
can build two new midsize vehicles.
The investment disclosed Tuesday is
on top of a previously announced $183
million investment. The spending is
expected to create or keep 1,800 jobs, but
GM wouldn’t say how many new people
would be hired.
The company also wouldn’t identify
the new vehicles. They could be new versions of the Chevrolet Equinox and GMC
Terrain crossover SUVs.
The assembly plant in Spring Hill,
about 30 miles south of Nashville, now
makes the Equinox, as does a factory in
Canada. Although they’re selling well, they
were last reworked in 2009. They compete
against newer vehicles like the Honda CRV, Ford Escape and Toyota RAV-4.
The assembly plant was idled amid
the economic downturn in 2009. But
production was restarted following a 2011
contract agreement with the United Auto
Workers that included salary concessions
for entry-level workers.
The Spring Hill plant produced more
than 3.7 million Saturns between 1990 and
2007. Most of the facility’s workers were
then furloughed while the plant underwent a $600 million overhaul to build the
build the Traverse crossover.

US Job Openings Rise,
Hiring Falls in June
U.S. employers in June advertised the
most jobs in five years but hired fewer
workers, a mixed sign for the recovering
job market. The Labor Department said
Tuesday that job openings rose 29,000 in
June from May to 3.94 million. That’s the
most since May 2008.
Total hiring, however, declined 289,000
to 4.2 million. That’s down from a year
earlier and the biggest one-month drop
in hiring since June 2010. The job market
is improving, largely because layoffs have
fallen to prerecession levels.

Longleaf Funds Disappoint
In Second Quarter
The Longleaf Partners family of mutual
funds – for which Memphis-based Southeastern Asset Management acts as adviser
– had a disappointing second quarter.
Three of the four funds were down for
the quarter.
The four funds and their quarterly
results are the Partners Fund (down 1.8
percent), the Small-Cap Fund (up 2.53
percent), the International Fund (down 1
percent) and the Global Fund (down 0.9
percent).
In a quarterly letter to shareholders,
Southeastern’s leadership said that where
the Longleaf investments aren’t meeting
expectations, discussions are underway
with managers of the companies in which
the funds invest.
That’s so the companies’ action plans
can be evaluated and a continuing analysis
can be made about whether those companies still meet the Longleaf investment
criteria.
“While absolute returns are our primary focus, underperforming the market
over these periods is disappointing and
unacceptable, but not unprecedented,” the
letter reads.
“When we had a similarly tough stretch
in 2000, the Partners and Small-Cap Funds
fell behind their benchmarks for 1-, 5-, and
10-year periods by a much wider margin
than today’s Partners Fund lag. Then and
now, the combination of a few stockspecific challenges and an extreme market
environment that rewarded a narrow
segment of stocks caused our underperformance.”

“Now, Oklahoma has 92 gaming
facilities. The competition has been a big
drain.”
The state’s oldest casino, the Isle of Capri, is being renovated as a Golden Nugget
casino. Spokesman Brad Rhines says it will
reopen as the newest, freshest casino on
the Gulf Coast.

Community Health Alliance
Hires Crowley as VP
John Crowley has been hired as vice
president of strategic initiatives for Community Health Alliance, Tennessee’s health
insurance cooperative.
Crowley was most recently vice president of corporate network management
for WellCare Health Plans.
Prior to that, he led provider network
management for Cigna in South Carolina,
as well as several southeastern and midAtlantic states. Crowley began his career in
health plan finance with Aetna.
He holds a Bachelor of Arts in financial
management from Clemson University
and a Master of Arts in economics from the
University of South Carolina.
Knoxville-based Community Health
Alliance was formed with a $73 million
federal loan in August.

Memphis in May
To Honor Panama
The annual Memphis in May International Festival will honor Panama during

weekly digest

2014. The 2014 festival is the 38th edition
of the event, which annually honors and
promotes business ties with a country. International business trade has been a goal
of the festival from its beginnings in the
mid 1970s. Panama is being honored as
the expansion of the Panama Canal nears
completion in 2015.
Meanwhile, Ron Coleman, the president and chairman of Competition Cams
Inc., is the new chairman of the Memphis
in May board. Coleman will lead a Shelby
County delegation to visit Panama in
March.

First Tennessee Launches
Checking Information Guide
First Tennessee Bank has developed
a resource to help customers understand
fees and features associated with checking
accounts. The bank’s new Account Service
Fee Guide consolidates checking account
information into a one-page guide that
incorporates industry guidelines recommended by The Pew Charitable Trusts.
First Tennessee and Pew worked
together on the information. The new
product, which summarizes information provided to customers when they
open checking accounts, is a reference for
potential customers who want to compare
checking account products offered by First
Tennessee and other banks.
The service fee guides are available at
www.firsttennessee.com and at First Tennessee branch locations.

Mississippi Casinos
Upping the Ante
Gambling revenue has fallen $550,000
since 2007 for casinos in Mississippi – from
$2.8 billion to $2.25 billion.
Mississippi once was the nation’s
third-largest gambling market, but has lost
standing in the last few years, The ClarionLedger reported.
Along with the gambling revenues, tax
revenues from casinos have dropped $54.4
million, from $194 million in fiscal 2008 to
$139.6 million in the fiscal year that ended
June 30.
Officials cite competition from other
states as the biggest challenge – more than
the recession, Hurricane Katrina in 2005
and the Deepwater Horizon oil spill of
2010.
“Gaming isn’t unique anymore – it’s
everywhere,” said Allen Godfrey, executive
director of the Mississippi Gaming Commission.
Heartland cities like Chicago, Detroit
and St. Louis overtook Mississippi last year
in the American Gaming Association’s list
of the top 20 U.S. casino markets. So did
Philadelphia, Pa., and the state of Connecticut. The Mississippi Gulf Coast was No. 8,
at almost $1.1 billion in economic impact.
Tunica County was No. 10, at $821.9 million. Las Vegas and Atlantic City continue
to hold the top two spots.
“Early on, a lot of our visitors came
from Oklahoma and Nebraska,” said Lyn
Arnold, president and CEO of the Tunica
County Chamber of Commerce and Economic Development Foundation.
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Development Corporation, U of M Journalism Dept.,
Chickasaw Council Boy Scouts, Memphis Leadership
Foundation, Junior Achievement, Overton Park
Conservancy, The Cotton Museum and WKNO.

t still takes too long to make a deal to
move a business to Memphis with tax
incentives, but without them, Memphis can’t compete with tax rates in other
cities in the Southeast U.S., according to
two local business leaders.
Neely Mallory III, president of Mallory
Alexander International Logistics, and Wyatt Aiken, vice president and chief operating officer of Cushman & Wakefield/Commercial Advisors, say efforts to streamline
the process under the Economic Development Growth Engine organization have
helped. But on the WKNO-TV program
“Behind the Headlines,” each said the
process still makes it harder for Memphis
to compete when a company decides to locate in the region and is choosing between
Memphis and North Mississippi.
Mallory is the leader of a family business that spans generations in Memphis.
“What I hear from my customers is we
can go down and make the deal in a week
in Mississippi, where it still takes several
weeks or months in Memphis,” he said.
“You just find a building that will work,
and you can deal with the tax issues and
move forward. Getting something up and
running is much more important to me
than playing games.”
The program, hosted by Eric Barnes,
publisher of The Daily News, can be seen
on The Daily News Video page, video.
memphisdailynews.com.
The payment-in-lieu-of-taxes, or
PILOT, tax abatement mechanism is the
key incentive used to entice businesses to
relocate to Memphis. Aiken said it is necessary because local property tax rates are
“ridiculously too high” in Memphis.
He used the example of a Class A bulk
distribution building, where property
taxes come out to 85 cents a square foot in
Memphis and Shelby County without a tax
abatement. That compares to an unabated
tax rate of 35 cents to 45 cents per square
foot in Nashville and 35 cents to 60 cents
in Atlanta.
“This should shock all of us,” Aiken
said. “If you take away our PILOT and you
are left with 85 cents a square foot on a
building that the net rent is only $2.50 a
square foot, that is a huge amount of a
total occupancy cost just going to taxes.”
The Tennessee Constitution bans a
tax abatement from going to a person or
private entity. Therefore, to receive a PILOT
from EDGE, ownership or title to the
building has to be transferred on paper to
the Industrial Development Board within
EDGE.

“And then the landlord, the real owner
of the building, leases it from the IDB and
subleases it to the ultimate user,” Aiken
said. “You have to explain it. They have to
pay more for it. It costs more because there
are more legal fees involved in that. It takes
longer. That longer is actually the biggest
problem.”
Just across the state line, DeSoto County and Mississippi economic development
leaders are able to offer a standard abatement of 50 percent of property taxes.
Mallory said the regional pitch that
Memphis and North Mississippi leaders
make is unified. And if North Mississippi
gets the prospect, everyone benefits.
“They are going to come to Grizzlies
games. They are going to come to restaurants here. They are going to go to the
Brooks,” he said. “And a lot of these things,
like the Brooks, are publicly funded. … It’s
like the hospitals. Eventually Mississippi
and Arkansas started paying for part of
that. How do you do that for other amenities we have?”
But during the longer process in Memphis, Aiken says, some elected officials’
political criticism of the tax abatement as
“corporate welfare” also takes a toll.
“It is not corporate welfare at all. These
companies are paying a lot of money in
taxes,” he said. “If you’re an executive vice
president of a Fortune 50 firm – and I sat
right next to one at the IDB board – and
you think you are going to be attacked for
being some corporate leech, you are going
to say, ‘Forget it. I’ll go somewhere else’ …
and you will go down the road.”

AIKEN

MALLORY
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Mays’ Ruling
Will Impact
Future Schools
Discussions
Bill Dries
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

T

(Jamie Harmon)

Jamie Harmon’s Amurica photo venture – the photo booth of which is shown here after a party
in the Broad Avenue district – is planning to open a storefront by the end of this month in the
Crosstown neighborhood

New Space
Mobile photo studio adds Crosstown storefront
Andy Meek
ameek@memphisdailynews.com

“

Right now, I just really
want to get set up and
moved in.”
– Jamie Harmon

W

hen Jamie Harmon formally
throws open the doors to the
first storefront for his Amurica photo studio – later this month, if
all goes according to plan – fans of his
quirky, trinket-filled photo booth will
have somewhere permanent they can
visit.
That means more options for
customers besides looking up the everchanging destination of the roving
camper, the interior of which is known
for being strewn with random props
beneath a string of colored lights and
which looks something like the cross
between a toy chest and a costume
closet.
Remodeling work is in the final
stages now for Amurica’s space at
410 N. Cleveland St. It soon will be a
permanent home for Harmon’s photographic funhouse on wheels, as well as
a possible venue with space to rent out
and a place where his customers can
come to him.
Settling on a fixed space doesn’t

mean Harmon is putting the photo
booth on ice. Rather, he’ll now have
somewhere he can park it that’s not his
backyard. And he’ll still be taking the
photo booth out into the community.
Even more important, opening
a storefront doesn’t foreshadow any
change in the Amurica aesthetic. It’ll
still be the place where people line
up for their portraits prepared to don
animal heads and Guy Fawkes masks,
cowboy hats and bizarre glasses, all
while mugging for the camera in ways
that might raise an eyebrow elsewhere
but that look perfectly suited to a
studio with a name that harkens back
to an unfortunate presidential pronunciation.
That distinctiveness also points to
the enviable status achieved by what
started as a kind of souped-up art project for Harmon: Only a glance at one of
his portraits, without any commentary
or caption, is needed to identify his
work.
“The plan had been to maybe rent
it out at first and try to make a living
that way,” said Harmon of the photo
booth, which debuted in February
2011. “Over the last two years, it’s just
worked. Weddings – people call me,
I show up and run the booth for a
couple of hours. I’ve done fundraisers,
lots of local events – I even took it to
South by Southwest and set it up on
the street.”
It’s been an improbable evolution
for someone who fell in love with the
camera at a young age and who har-

bors an equally deep-seated disdain
for convention.
He dropped out of Memphis College of Art because, in his frank and
good-natured recitation of his biography, it “kept me from doing what I
wanted to do – which was whatever I
felt like.”
He started a photo business at age
21, and in 1995, he built a one-hour
photo-processing lab out of a 1974
camper.
When he’s not behind the camera
in his booth, he shoots everything
from magazine work to album covers.
He decided to open his own space in
the Crosstown neighborhood for a few
straightforward reasons, one of which
is that he lives in the neighborhood.
Harmon is a husband and father of
three. And there are even more hats he
wears besides that of family man and
photo booth owner/operator.
“Jamie not only brings joy to people
through his fun and creative photographs, but he also gives back to the
community through many events
including Rock for Love, the Church
Health Center’s annual benefit concert
weekend,” said Jeff Hulett, the Church
Health Center’s PR and communications coordinator.
Harmon said he’s hoping for the
space to be up and running by the end
of this month. That would come not
long before a block party for the neighborhood in September.
“Right now, I just really want to get
set up and moved in,” Harmon said.

he political stakes were high for some
on the Shelby County Commission. The
majority on the body who voted to contest in court the creation of municipal school
districts in Shelby County’s six suburban towns
and cities was just as intent on playing a role
in who went on the countywide school board a
month into the first school year of the merger.
But the U.S. District Court judge overseeing the multipart lawsuit ruled Wednesday,
Aug. 7, that an automatic expansion of a school
board that was supposed to slim down next
month from 23 members to seven members
would unnecessarily complicate the merger at
a critical period. Judge Samuel “Hardy” Mays
also described the commission’s position in the
specific legal issue as threatening “to impede
the purpose of the consent decree.”
“Increasing the number of school board
members is an ancillary feature of the decree;
effectively combining two school systems with
some 150,000 students does not hinge on the
size of the school board,” Mays added. “Expanding the school board by appointing six
unelected members at a critical time creates
uncertainty and potentially undermines the
legitimacy of the school board’s decision making.”
Mays also wrote in Wednesday’s ruling,
“Appointing six additional members would unnecessarily dilute the school board’s responsiveness to the voters of Shelby County.”
Instead Mays ruled the school board will
expand to 13 members when the winners of the
six new seats in the August 2014 county general
elections take office on Sept. 1, 2014.
There will be no special election before
then and no immediate appointments sought
by the majority on the commission in the hardfought court case.
In the next year, the seven-member countywide school board is expected to begin talks
with the school boards that each of the six suburban communities plan to elect in November.
And those talks will include trying to come to
some agreement on the use of school buildings
within the borders of those communities for
their separate school systems.
There is also the issue of what happens to
students in unincorporated Shelby County
in the possible move to seven school systems
in Shelby County starting with the 2014-2015
school year.
The tenor of talks on both of those issues
would have been affected in some way by a
school board with six new members appointed
by the Shelby County Commission.
The court case in the U.S. District Court
for the Western District of Tennessee began in
early 2011, with the commission’s move to appoint members to a countywide school board
as one of several critical legal issues.
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LaVere Busy in Prep of New Album
Jennifer Johnson Backer
jbacker@memphisdailynews.com

M

emphis-based musician Amy
LaVere’s third solo album, “Runaway’s Diary,” won’t be released
until early next year, but the songwriter,
bassist and vocalist has a few summer
projects that should keep anxious fans
satisfied.
LaVere was recently in Memphis to
shoot a music video for “This Bridge,” a
single that was released this summer along
with her cover of Melanie’s 1970s hit song,
“Brand New Key.” LaVere’s long-time collaborator, Rick Steff at Memphis-based Archer Records’ Music-Arts Studio, produced
the song.
“I wrote it about a year ago, and when
we demoed it up – it came out really well,”
LaVere said via a phone call from New
York, where she was scheduled to play at
Joe’s Pub in Manhattan. “But it just didn’t
really fit on ‘Runaway’s Diary,’ so we released it as a single.”
The song is true to LaVere’s selfdescribed “playful, agnsty and personal
style,” and is about forgiveness.
“Someone has wronged her and she’s
offering her olive branch if he comes
home,” she said. “I am not quite sure what
inspired it.”
LaVere teamed with Jonathan Pekar of
Ardent Film in Memphis to create the music video, which was shot by Ryan Parker.
“It was pretty slash, dash – and thrown
together pretty quickly,” LaVere said. “But
it came together really well.”
LaVere has been busy performing songs from “Anchors &Anvils” and
“Stranger Me” on tour all summer, but
she’ll be back in Memphis Aug. 24 at the

“

It’s very timeless, classicsounding rock and roll
duets.”
– Amy LaVere

Young Avenue Deli for the release of “Motel
Mirrors,” a Memphis-based side project
of LaVere, John Paul Keith and drummer
Shawn Zorn.
“It’s a totally different animal than my
other albums,” LaVere said. “It’s very timeless, classic-sounding rock and roll duets.”
LaVere said the duet project will allow
both musicians to focus on other solo projects and to cut back on weekly residency
gigs when not touring. She met Keith
through Zorn, who occasionally played
with Keith.
“It came about out of financial necessity, but it’s terribly inoffensive and fun,”
she said.
The album features three covers –
Mickey & Sylvia’s “Dearest,” “Your Tender
Loving Care” by Buck Owens and Susan
Raye, and Red Foley’s “As Far As I’m Concerned,” which are blended with originals
by Keith and a co-writer for the pair, “That
Makes Two of Us.”
Between now and the “Motel Mirrors”

Memphis-based musician Amy LaVere teamed up with Jonathan Pekar of Ardent Film
in Memphis to create the music video for “This Bridge” earlier this summer.
(Jamie Harmon)

Memphis launch party, LaVere is playing
in London, the Netherlands, Louisville,
Nashville, Jackson, Miss., and Lafayette,
Ind. She’ll continue touring in September,
and then will take a break from touring in
October and November in Austin, Texas.
LaVere’s projects don’t stop and start
with music. She also plays the role of a
disturbed hotel maid named Loretta in
“Only Child,” a noir-inspired story about
the complicated relationship between a
mother and child.

The feature film by local writer-director
Brian Pera is expected to be released this
fall. The “Only Child” cast includes New
York-based actress Angela Dee, and Southern native Grace Zabriski.
“Brian likes my music and said he
wrote the character just for me,” LaVere
said. “All of these projects are rich and
unique – I enjoy being able to bounce
around.”

Investors, Do Your Best to Hang in There
myriad of reasons for the average invesFriday, March 6, 2009, was a dark day
tor to not believe in the bull market that
in the investment world. On that day, the
was beginning to unfold, and trust me,
S&P 500 reached an intra-day level of
we heard most of them. Just try to think
666 (no, that number is not a typo), as the
about all of the news that you heard over
pains of a prolonged and severe recession
the past four years and how easy it was
had swelled to a genuine concern of a
to let it affect your investment decipending economic depression.
sions.
Madoff and Stanford were
Internationally, the Iranian
in the headlines, and Citigroup’s
people tried to revolt and overturn
stock had traded below $1/share,
their elections in 2009, only to
causing many investors to lose
be turned back (“The Middle
faith in the financial markets
East is waiting to implode!”).
as a whole. Various monthly
The Europeans went through
economic data
releases were
MARK SORGENFREI JR. a financial crisis of their own
the worldly investor in 2010 and 2011 (“The Greeks
abysmal. At that
are going to default, and the
time, our No. 1
whole eurozone sans Germany will cease
recommended prescription for investors
to exist … contagion!”). The Asian econowas the following:
mies experienced the ebb and flow of an
“Tune out the news, let us worry about
economic cycle, with China’s housing bubit and hang in there.”
ble and currency manipulations seemingly
From that point forward, there were a

always on the news reel (“If China goes
down, it’s all over. … They own our country
because they have all of our debt!”).
Speaking of our country, there was
no shortage of “alarming” news stories
related to the good ole USA. A stimulus
bill, Dodd-Frank and Obamacare were all
signed into law in 2009-2010 (“We can’t
afford this. … Our economy is going to crater!”). Congressional leadership changed
hands in 2010, resulting in a bruising debt
ceiling debate in the late summer of 2011
(“The US is going to default on its debt. …
Washington is broken; what is Congress
doing?”). Every December seemed to usher in a new pending crisis (“Fiscal Cliff!”).
The Federal Reserve put the pedal to the
metal, trying to stimulate from a monetary
perspective with QE1, QE2, QE3, Operation
Twist, etc. (“The Fed is insane … hyperinflation is right around the corner!”).
Meanwhile, the economy and stock

market began to heal over this time
period, as the S&P 500 moved forward
from 666, closing at the following levels
at the end of each ensuing calendar year:
1,115 (12/31/09), 1,257 (12/31/10), 1,257
(12/31/11) and 1,426 (12/31/12). Continuing what could be one of the most
underappreciated bull markets in history, the S&P 500 last week crossed the
1,700 threshold, which translates into a
155 percent cumulative return (excluding
dividends) from 666.
Where do we go from here? More
on that in future writings, but our No. 1
recommended prescription remains the
same today as it did in 2009:
“Tune out the news, let us worry about
it, and hang in there.”
Mark Sorgenfrei Jr. is vice president
and investment analyst for Waddell &
Associates Inc.
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Schooled
on saving

Insider
Q&A

Who he is: Director
of Research,
International Council
of Shopping Centers
Outlook: Discounters are likely to
benefit this
back-to-school
season

Michael Niemira is in charge of
research for the International Council of
Shopping Centers, a trade association
for malls and other retail centers. He has
been tracking retail performance since
the mid-1980s, when he worked as an
economist at Paine Webber. This year,
ICSC expects back-to-school spending
to increase 3.1 percent to $42.2 billion,
the slowest rate of growth since the
recession derailed shopping in 2009.
You project that spending growth will
be slower this year. What’s going on?
Our survey suggests that you’ll see
a compositional change away from
electronics, which could be higher value
stuff. It’s a lower overall spend because
it’s away from the big-ticket items –
phones, computers, laptops, that kind

Michael Niemira

of thing. Expected spend is larger for
apparel.
Maybe all the school kids already
have their iPods and iPads and all that.
They seem to be less interested in that
purchase this year. Those products have
been around and they probably already
have the market share. That’s an end
of the business that’s very much driven
by innovation, and tablets and iPhones
have been out for a while.
Our survey suggested that discounters would be the big winner this year.
We’ve gone through a softer spot in
the economy, which could get people
thinking about basics as opposed to
fashion. That’s what you can get at
discounters.
How will this year’s back-to-school

shopping season stack up historically?
Historically it’s not bad. It’s a decent
performance, just weaker than the last
couple of years.

day, the reason people are buying the
goods they say they are is to replace
the outfits their kids outgrew – they
don’t need to have the high-end stuff.
How much of a signal will the back-toschool be for consumer spending
during the holiday shopping season?
A lot of the industry does look to back-toschool as a bellwether for the holidays.
My view has always been, it can be, but
is not always.
The times that it can be, the economic
conditions have to remain steady
between the back-to-school period and
the holidays. That may be the case this
year, or, in fact, they may get better.

Is there a big difference in spending
patterns based on income?
This year, the high-income consumer
is expected to spend 35 percent more
than the average consumer. That’s a
significant difference based on past
years: Our survey would suggest
a greater share coming from the
high-income household this year. The
paradox is, those dollars don’t seem to
be going to specialty stores as much
as they’re going to discounters. People
are focusing on the basics and not necessarily on fashion. At the end of the

Interviewed by Tali Arbel.
Answers edited for content and clarity.
AP

BEHIND THE BRAND COMCAST (CMCSA)

Room to move

Selling
“Sharknado”

Goldman Sachs strategist David Kostin has identified stocks that are the most undervalued
compared with the investment bank’s target price. Of the top 20 stocks with “buy” ratings, nine
are in the energy industry. Over the last year, the energy sector has trailed the performance of
the Standard & Poor’s 500 index.
The list is headed by Marathon Petroleum, a U.S. refiner that is benefiting from access to
cheaper, domestically produced oil. Goldman says the stock is more than 60 percent below
its price target. Natural gas drillers Devon Energy and Southwestern Energy are also high on
the list. Both have large natural gas reserves in the U.S.
Description
Marathon Petroleum (MPC)
Autodesk (ADSK)
Ventas (VTR)
salesforce.com (CRM)

American Tower (AMT)
Simon Property Group (SPG)

Halliburton (HAL)
Devon Energy (DVN)
Southwestern Energy (SWN)
Ryder System (R)
Broadcom (BRCM)

Cameron Int'l (CAM)
Noble Energy (NBL)

Wynn Resorts (WYNN)
Wyndham Worldwide (WYN)
Nabors Industries (NBR)
Anadarko Petroleum (APC)
Estee Lauder (EL)

First Solar (FSLR)

General Motors (GM)

$73.33
35.39
65.74
43.75

Petroleum refining
Design software
Health-care investments
Cloud computing

$48
28

45.19
55.01
38.79
61.84
27.57

Oil & gas exploration
Oil & gas exploration
Truck leasing
Chip manufacturer
Oil equipment

65
18

66
53
18
20

35.87

Sources: FactSet; Goldman Sachs

65
38
67
66
145

48
13

49.22

Solar energy
Automaker

47
64
40

38
27
48
43
99

133.13
62.30
15.39
88.52
65.66

Casino operator
Luxury hotels
Oil equipment
Oil exploration
Beauty products

84
48
85
182

30
51
31

59.30
62.49

Oil & gas exploration

$93
41

61
33
69
145

70.79
160.06

Real estate
Real estate
Oil & gas services

Percent below
Goldman
Sachs target

52-week range

July 31 close

93
73
59
38

64%
41
38
37

Comcast cut its teeth on the cable TV business in the 1960s on its way
to becoming a media juggernaut.
Now the nation’s largest cable TV provider, is also one of the biggest
suppliers of Internet and phone service. But it’s not just a content
delivery company anymore. Comcast recently gained sole ownership of
NBCUniversal from General Electric. The TV network and film studio’s
media properties have helped diversify Comcast’s revenue sources at a
time when the number of cable TV subscribers is thinning.
FLYING SHARKS: “Sharknado,” a campy movie featuring sharks
plunging from the sky, became a social media sensation after it recently
aired on NBCUniversal’s Syfy cable channel. The company plans a
sequel next year.
HOLDING ON: Cable companies routinely lose video subscribers to
satellite and phone companies, such as DirecTV and Verizon’s FiOS.
But Comcast has been slowing down its losses. In the April-June
quarter, 159,000 cable TV subscribers departed, down from 176,000 a
year earlier.

34
33

33
33
32
31
31

COMCAST SUBSCRIBERS

Thursday’s close: $44.94

30
30

Price-earnings ratio : 18

(Based on past 12 months’ results)

29
28
27
27
26

Internet

YTD price change
CMCSA: 21% S&P 500: 20%
Market value:
$117.3 billion

20 million

Video

21.8 million
As of June 30

1.4 million

Number of
viewers who tuned in to
watch the July debut of
“Sharknado.”

26

25

Steve Rothwell; Jonathan Fahey; J. Paschke • AP

Source: FactSet

Alex Veiga, Jenni Sohn • AP

Data through Aug. 8
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+8.9 21 1.72f

Mueller Inds

MLI

42.43 9

58.15

55.91

+.31

+0.6

t

s

s +11.8 +26.4 20

Navistar Intl

NAV

18.17 8

38.81

34.35

+1.42

+4.3

t

s

s +57.8 +28.3 dd

...

Nike Inc B

NKE

44.83 0

66.85

66.05

+.42

+0.6

t

s

s +28.0 +38.2 25

0.84

Pinnacle Entert

PNK

10.62 0

21.67

21.55

+.15

+0.7

s

s

s +36.1 +94.7 dd

...

Regions Fncl

RF

6.19 9

10.52

9.93

+.02

+0.2

t

s

s +39.3 +43.2 12

0.12

Renasant Corp

RNST

16.53 0

28.19

27.11

+.24

+0.9

t

s

s +41.6 +51.4 23

0.68

Smith & Nephew PLC

SNN

50.74 0

61.30

61.31

+.75

+1.2

s

s

s +10.7 +17.1 77 1.31e

Smucker, JM

SJM

75.98 0 114.72

113.06

-.51

-0.4

t

s

s +31.1 +50.6 23 2.32f

Suntrust Bks

STI

24.00 0

36.29

35.51

+.61

+1.7

s

s

s +25.3 +44.7

Synovus Fincl

SNV

1.93 0

3.51

3.41

+.09

+2.7

t

s

s +39.2 +72.3 dd

SYY

28.44 9

36.05

34.86

+.01

...

t

t

s +11.1 +24.6 20

1.12

... Sysco Corp

1.72
2.78
0.50

9 0.40f
0.04

... Trustmark
1.20 Tyson Foods

TRMK 20.76 9

27.98

26.70

-.06

-0.2

t

s

s +18.9 +14.1 15

0.92

TSN

14.07 0

30.93

30.77

+.17

+0.6

s

s

s +58.6 +109.1 15

0.20

UPS class B

UPS

69.56 9

91.78

88.12

+.24

+0.3

s

t

s +19.5 +18.6 61

2.48

Utd Technologies

UTX

74.44 0 107.86

106.26

+.23

+0.2

t

s

s +29.6 +38.5 15

2.14

Valero Energy

VLO

27.88 5

48.97

37.03

+.48

+1.3

s

s

s

+8.5 +43.0

... Verso Paper Corp

VRS

0.90 1

2.05

.86

-.05

-5.5

t

t

t

-19.6

-32.6 dd

...

WMGI 18.82 9

28.41

27.06

-.23

-0.8

t

t

s +28.9 +40.5 dd

...

...

t

s

s +20.4 +47.9 20

-0.7

t

t

s +35.4 +19.0 dd

+0.2

s

t

s +17.6 +33.9 25 1.84f

+2.1

t

t

s +66.8 +63.1 22

...

+1.6

s

s

s +52.2 +76.0 14

0.60

+1.1

t

t

t +28.7 +24.8 20

+0.8

t

t

s +23.6 +31.6 14 1.00f

...

Wright Medical Grp

9 0.90f

Dividend Footnotes: a - Extra dividends were paid, but are not included. b - Annual rate plus stock. c - Liquidating dividend. e - Amount declared or paid in last 12 months. f - Current annual rate, which was increased by most recent dividend announcement. i - Sum of dividends paid after stock split, no regular rate. j - Sum of
dividends paid this year. Most recent dividend was omitted or deferred. k - Declared or paid this year, a cumulative issue with dividends in arrears. m - Current annual rate, which was decreased by most recent dividend announcement. p - Initial dividend, annual rate not known, yield not shown. r - Declared or paid in preceding 12
months plus stock dividend. t - Paid in stock, approximate cash value on ex-distribution date. PE Footnotes: q - Stock is a closed-end fund - no P/E ratio shown. cc - P/E exceeds 99. dd - Loss in last 12 months.
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Value Your Time
And Your Money
Ray’s Take
Time is one resource that can’t be reclaimed.
While you can regain lost investments and recycle
natural resources, once time has passed it is gone
forever. In our youth, we trade it for money. As
we get older we realize we can’t trade our money
back for time. Unfortunately, people are inclined
to regularly undervalue one of the scarcest assets
around – time.
One good way to start recognizing the value of
your time – and making wiser time investments – is
to figure out roughly what you earn an hour. If your
annual salary is $50,000, your time at work is valued at just over $24 an hour. Accordingly, if you’re
performing tasks that you can hire someone else to
do for less than that, you’re undervaluing your time.
When I hear the grounds crew at work around our
home, it sounds like angels singing to me. They’re
helping me save precious time that I can spend with
my family or helping my clients.
Housework, cooking
versus ordering in,
searching the Web
for the best possible
prices, yard work –
it might be better to
save your time
ray & dana Brandon
on pursuits
rays of wisdom
like these and
invest your money instead.
Of course, how this fits into your budget comes
first. If you don’t have a lot of disposable income,
investing your time makes more sense. Plus, when
something gives you personal enjoyment – like
cooking, for example – that factors into the value of
your time too.
The wise investment of time counts on the job,
too. Casual chats and waiting for that last meeting
participant cost valuable time. If you find yourself
putting in long hours on the job, you might look
at how your time is spent and try to make some
changes.
A good life includes allocating time at least as
carefully as one allocates dollars. But thank goodness we all prioritize things differently, or else we
would all want the same things at the same time!
Dana’s Take
While you should definitely value your time,
determining what is a waste of time isn’t always as
easy to determine.
Time spent simply looking at a calming landscape might seem like a big waste, however, it
can relax you and clear your mind. It might be
just the break your conscious and subconscious
mind needs to come up with a wonderful idea
or solve a vexing problem. That is certainly not a
waste.
Activities that keep your mind or body alive and
alert can have benefits that stretch across your
day. Time spent in spiritual renewal – whatever that
means to you – also has its own benefits.
Ultimately, you have to put your own value
system on how to spend your time. Just be sure
that you are consciously spending it and not simply
throwing it away.
Ray Brandon is a certified financial planner and
CEO of Brandon Financial Planning (www.brandonplanning.com). His wife, Dana, has a bachelor’s
degree in finance and is a licensed clinical social
worker. Contact Ray Brandon at raybrandon@brandonplanning.com.

H e a lt h Ca r e & B i ot ec h

Team Effort

Multidisciplinary approach helps lower area’s infant mortality rate
Jennifer Johnson Backer
jbacker@memphisdailynews.com

(Memphis News/Andrew J. Breig)

Dr. Ramasubbareddy Dhanireddy (front, left) of the Sheldon B. Korones Newborn Center at The MED, Dr. Giancarlo
Mari (front, right) of the High-Risk Obstetrics Center at The Med, Tammie Ritchey (front, center), vice president of
development and executive director of The MED Foundation, and many other team members have been instrumental
in leading a push to lower Shelby County’s infant mortality rate.

In 2011, number
of infants dying in
first year dropped to
9.6 out of 1,000

A

decade ago, about 15 out of
every 1,000 infants born in
Shelby County were dying
before the age of 1 – one of the worst
rates in the U.S., and worse than in
many developing countries.
In Shelby County, many infants
die because they are born too early
or too small, said Dr. Giancarlo Mari,
chairman of the department of
obstetrics and gynecology at the
University of Tennessee Health Science Center and a leading specialist
in maternal and fetal medicine. Birth
defects, prematurity and maternal
complications from pregnancy also
are leading causes of infant deaths in
the first year of life, he said.
Mari and other specialists, such
as Dr. Ramasubbareddy Dhanireddy,
who heads the Sheldon B. Korones
Newborn Center at The Regional
Medical Center at Memphis and
the neonatal intensive care unit at
Le Bonheur Children’s Hospital,
were recruited by the UTHSC and
The MED to advocate for the city’s
youngest patients and their mothers.
One of their primary goals is to bring
down the region’s infant mortality
rate through a multidisciplinary and
collaborative approach.
Originally from India, Dhani-

reddy came to Memphis in 2005
from the Louisiana State University
Health Sciences Center at Shreveport, while Mari, who is from Italy,
joined the UTHSC faculty in 2008 as
director of maternal-fetal medicine.
Prior to joining UTHSC, Mari was a
professor of obstetrics and gynecology at Wayne State University, where
he also served as director of diagnostic endoscopy and fetal therapy.
In 2011, the number of infants dying in their first year of life
dropped to 9.6 out of every 1,000
infants born in Shelby County – the
area’s lowest infant mortality rate in
history. That drop can be attributed
in large part to multidisciplinary
efforts among The MED, Le Bonheur
Children’s Hospital, UTHSC, the
Shelby County Health Department,
and other regional and national
partners.
While Shelby County’s infant
mortality rate is still well above the
overall U.S. infant mortality rate
of 6.05 deaths per 1,000 live births,
physicians like Mari say the region’s
decline in infant mortality is a
promising sign that bodes well for
overall health trends. Infant mortality rates are one of the most important measures of overall community
health. The rate reflects the health of
women before, during and between
their pregnancies.
The causes of infant mortality
are very complex, but Mari said he
has primarily focused on working
with other specialists to treat under-

lying high-risk conditions that often
lead to babies being born very early.
“The temptation is often to deliver these babies early if the mother
has a high-risk condition,” Mari said.
“But we’ve found it we can treat the
underlying condition, and we can
gain even as much as three days
or three weeks – we can drastically
increase the baby’s odds of living.”
Premature babies are at a higher
risk of dying and also face other serious complications. Between 2007
and 2009, about 25 percent of babies
born at The MED and weighing
between 1.3 pounds and 1.7 pounds
died. That figure dropped to 14 percent in 2010.
UTHSC’s and The MED’s multidisciplinary approach to care has
led to the development of the state’s
first maternal-fetal medicine fellowship at UTHSC. The three-year
fellowship trains physicians to take
care of mothers with complicated
pregnancies through a multidisciplinary approach. The fellows work
with faculty who are specialized in
neonatology, pathology, anesthesiology, genetics, infectious diseases and
cardiology.
While the rate of Shelby County
babies that die in their first year
declined 24.4 percent between 2007
and 2011, the number of infants
that die between birth and 27 days
declined by as much as 32.6 percent.
Mari attributes much of that deinfants continued on P29
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Front Porch Art
Connects Artists, Public

Canadian Firm
Purchases IDI
Amos Maki
amos@memphisdailynews.com

Andy Meek
ameek@memphisdailynews.com

C

W

hen Caitlin Horton and her husband, Kennedy,
first moved to Memphis, it was in Midtown where
they chose to make their home.
And the residence where they put down roots had a
feature they got to enjoy for the first time as homeowners –
a front porch.
That section of the home tends to be regarded as a nostalgic slice of Southern iconography – the place for swapping stories among friends and leaving the blue screens
to blink someplace else. Indeed, the porch is important
enough a symbol that the husband-and-wife team incorporated it into the new business they’ve launched to support
the needs of artists.
Front Porch Art is their Web-based venture that wants
to take the business and marketing headache away from
someone who just wants to paint, for example, while at
the same time helping dust off a kind of digital easel for
the display of that artist’s work. The symbol evoked by the
business’ name is additionally reflected in the image of a
rocking chair displayed next to the logo on the business’
website.
“We call ourselves a laid-back art market,” said Caitlin Horton, the creative director for the business, which
supports local artists and offers artwork for sale. “We’re
designed for giving artists an online presence and helping them reach a broader audience without the hassle that
maintaining something like an Etsy store would mean for
them. Because they still have to market and promote heavily to make that worthwhile.
“We also provide a way for people who enjoy maybe an
occasional night out at an art gallery for an event but who’d
rather kick back at home to enjoy art, learn stories behind
it, check it out and shop at home. We’re trying to connect
people and provide a fuller experience 24-7, wherever you
are.”
The front porch got built as a result of the light bulb moment Horton says came about while she was working with
a local folk artist. She helped him craft a bio card that could
be distributed at events or mailed out.
“I did that for him because I did graphic design as well,

(Meagan Jackson)

Caitlin Horton and her husband, Kennedy, have launched
Front Porch Art, a Web-based venture that wants to take
the business and marketing headache away from artists.

and in doing that I learned he’d been painting for several
years and had never done a piece like that that told any of
his customers or potential customers about himself,” she
said. “We talked about all those things artists find it a hassle
to do. They like connecting with people who love their art,
but the market and business side sometimes takes away
from their creative work. I can’t paint, but I do enjoy the
business side of what they don’t like to do. So we sort of
hatched Front Porch Art with him.”
The business’ website, www.frontporchart.com, already
has a collection of artists whose work can be browsed and
purchased. Prices range from below $50 to $100 or more.
Recently, the business unveiled its Art for Squares line.
A handful of artists created one-size, one-price artwork
exclusively available through Front Porch Art, which Horton
said is an easy way for someone to dip their toes into the
art-buying world, with the added benefit that it’s budgetfriendly.
“Every time we go on vacation or take a trip together
since we’ve been married, we buy a piece of art as a souvenir,” Horton said. “We see art as a way to remind you
of a special place and time or a memory – just something
that speaks to you personally and reminds you of a story
in some way.”

anada-based Brookfield Property Partners LP is acquiring Industrial Developments International Inc. from the U.S.
subsidiary of Kajima Corp. for $1.1 billion.
Once the transaction is complete, Brookfield will own a 25 percent stake in IDI, creating one of North America’s largest industrial
property companies. Brookfield’s industrial
portfolio will consist of 62 million square feet
with 79 million square feet of future development potential. The transaction is expected to
close in the fourth quarter.
“The addition of IDI to Brookfield’s existing industrial operations will create a leading
global industrial real estate company able to
deliver high quality distribution facilities to
clients around the world,” Brookfield Property
Group CEO Ric Clark said in a statement.
Atlanta-based IDI has been the most active
industrial developer in Memphis following the
recession and the Memphis market has been
IDI’s busiest market company-wide in 2012
and 2013.
IDI recently signed a 500,000-square-foot
lease at Crossroads Distribution Center Building G in Olive Branch.
IDI inked two large leases in the first
quarter totaling 788,148 square feet. Trane U.S.
Inc. renewed its 373,644-square-foot lease at
the Stateline H facility while the TJX Cos. Inc.
signed a new 414,504-square-foot lease at
Chickasaw D.
IDI has begun an expansion of the 478-acre
Crossroads to meet growing demand. Building
L, slated to be 241,994 square feet with an October completion date, broke ground in June.
Building D, scheduled to be 241,920 square feet
and delivered in November, also broke ground
in June. Including the two new buildings,
Crossroads contains seven buildings totaling
3.2 million square feet. IDI is also the developer
of Stateline Business Park in Southaven.

Remember: You Can’t Sell What You Don’t Know
Part one of a two-part interview with
Mike Bruns.
Mike Bruns possesses the characteristics of an ideal board member:
deeply engaged with the organizations
he supports, generous as a donor, and he
treats his nonprofit involvement with the
same seriousness he applies to business
ventures. He has a great sense of humor, a kind heart and a warm smile. He’s
also the founder of Comtrak Logistics,
a national transportation and logistics
company based in Memphis, and chairman emeritus of Youth Villages, a national
nonprofit. We recently talked with Bruns
to learn the secrets to his success as a
nonprofit volunteer leader.
We asked what he looks for in a

nonprofit when deciding whether or not
to become involved. His response was
straightforward. “I do not want to be a
part of an organization that is a fixer-upper, or is trying to make payroll by Friday.
I want to support organizations who want
to grow to the next level. The ‘heart tug’ is
always trumped by an organization that
is well run. With a well-run organization I
can work with other board members to
help grow it to the next level.”
It’s not that he is opposed to the
“heart tug.” In fact, Bruns is passionate
about the organizations he is involved
with. “I truly believe in the organizations
I become a part of. And I expect that of
fellow board members. There’s nothing
worse than leadership that is begrudging
or ‘resume building.’ The secret to suc-

are not qualified to “sell the product.” For
cess lies in the passion of the leadership.”
that he places responsibility squarely on
Equally straightforward were his
the shoulders of leadership. “What is the
comments regarding expectations of
orientation? Without proper training, orifellow board members in the
entation, knowledge, feeling and
area of fundraising. He cited
involvement a board memthe lack of board giving
ber can’t ‘sell’ the nonprofit
as the No. 1 obstacle to
to potential donors. You
fundraising success.
can’t sell what you don’t
“There’s nothing worse
know or believe in.”
than a board member
Next week will look at
soliciting money and
nonprofit
success: more
they haven't made
MEL & Pearl shaw
FUNdraising Good Times than “feel good.”
a meaningful gift. It
doesn't always have to be
Mel and Pearl Shaw are the authors
all money – it can be meaningful giving
of “Prerequisites for Fundraising Sucof time. But they have to believe in the
cess.” They position nonprofits for funorganization and be engaged.”
draising success. Visit them at www.
Comparing fundraising to sales,
Bruns was critical of board members who saadandshaw.com.
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Memphis Weighs Mall Options
Amos Maki
amos@memphisdailynews.com

T

he city of Memphis is considering
acquiring the Raleigh Springs Mall
site as part of a civic-driven effort to
revive the former retail hub.
“We’re going to explore every option we
have, but yes, that is certainly an option,”
said City Council member Bill Morrison,
whose district includes the area.
“The original dream plan was somebody would come in and buy it and we
could team up and work on it, but that
hasn’t happened.”
Local officials have grown tired of the
beleaguered mall’s condition and the negative impact it is having on Raleigh.
“We just can’t wait and we need to
move forward with what we’re doing,”
Morrison said.
The main thrust of the city plan is
geared toward using public resources –
such as a library, police station and traffic
division, walking trails, a skateboard park
and other improvements – to attract private investment.
“We’re looking at the civic side and
would that attract retailers,” said Housing
and Community Development director
Robert Lipscomb.
But acquiring the mall site and making
public improvements to lure investment
would involve a maze of city divisions and
properties at a time when the city’s finances have come under intense scrutiny.
“This is a very, very complex deal that
has tons of moving parts,” Morrison said.
The mall, anchor stores and even some

(Memphis News/Andrew J. Breig)

A lone worker chips away at the remains of the former JCPenney store at Raleigh
Springs Mall. The city of Memphis is considering acquiring the mall and investing public resources to attract private investment.

of the parking lot areas have multiple owners.
In May, a Monaco-based ownership
group, acting as two Delaware-based
limited liability corporations, acquired the
JCPenney’s site and another parcel just
south of it for around $2.1 million. Sears
still owns its property on the southern end
of the mall.
Morrison said the plan under consideration would use capital funds that
already have been budgeted or are already
planned and that the city could sell off
properties it owns in the area if new city

facilities are built at the mall site.
For instance, if the city built a new traffic division at the mall, it could sell the old
Schnucks site at Austin Peay Highway and
Yale Road it acquired for the traffic division relocation. Or if a new library is built
there, the city could sell the existing library
property near the Kmart farther south on
Austin Peay.
“I’ve been very careful not to expand
the capital budget,” Morrison said.
The vacant anchor stores and unfinished demolition of the JCPenney
store have been painful reminders to the

residents and business owners on the city’s
northern edge of the faded glory of the
retail center – and in some ways, the area
around it.
“That’s my No. 1 constituent complaint, Raleigh Springs Mall,” said state
Rep. Antonio Parkinson, D-Memphis. “It’s
been killing the property values in the area
and keeping businesses out of here. The
community deserves better than that.”
Built in 1971, Raleigh Springs Mall was
one of the city’s first two shopping malls,
with the other being Southland Mall. The
mall, developed by the former Edward J.
DeBartolo Corp., one of the leaders of U.S.
mall design and construction, remained a
citywide draw for years, with anchor stores
Sears, JCPenney, Goldsmith’s and Dillard’s.
But the vitality of the mall began to
change as more and more shopping options became available.
One by one, the anchor stores began
to close in the early part of the decade,
mortally wounding the once-thriving retail
destination.
Sears, the last remaining anchor store,
announced in 2011 that it was closing, and
demolition of the vacant JCPenney store
began in 2012.
Lipscomb said the mall is a crucial
piece of stitching together a brighter future
for Raleigh.
“It’s a huge anchor for the whole community, which is a great community,”
Lipscomb said. “You have to show the
community you care.”

G ov e r n m e n t

School Board Vacancy Collides With Redistricting
Bill Dries
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

S

helby County Commissioners have scrapped a
plan to fill a vacancy on
the countywide school board
for now because it comes close
to the Sept. 1 conversion of the
23-member school board to a
smaller group.
The uncertainty and complexity is that the board is set to
slim down to a seven-member
board on Sept. 1 under terms
of the 2011 consent agreement
among all sides in the schools
merger lawsuit in the U.S.
District Court for the Western
District of Tennessee.
But the same settlement in
the multi-part legal case allows
for the possibility of the Shelby
County Commission expanding

the board to 13 members instead
of seven.
With Sept. 1 just weeks
away and no ruling on
the specific 13-member
district plan and its boundaries yet by federal Judge Samuel
“Hardy” Mays, the commission
Monday, Aug. 5, considered
how to fill the vacancy created Aug. 1 by the resignation of
District 6 school board member
Reginald Porter.
He resigned to become chief
of staff of the school system.
The commission had passed
a resolution last month setting
the body’s Aug. 19 meeting as the
time they would fill the vacancy.
At the time they believed the
appointee could come from District 6 as it is presently drawn.
But this week, they learned
that if the new district lines take
effect next month with a ruling

from Mays, the vacancy may
come open again in September
if their August appointee doesn’t
live in the newly configured
district. That district – District
9 – is a much smaller part of the
current District 6.
The commission ultimately
voted down a resolution from
commission Chairman Mike Ritz
to set the stage for an appointee
who lives in the new District 9.
And then the commission went
a step further and rescinded
the July resolution setting up
the timeline for filling Porter’s
vacancy.
“We’re overcomplicating it,”
Commissioner Steve Mulroy said
of the delay in action on the Ritz
resolution. “I think the debate’s
gotten circular.”
“I’m concerned by having to
turn around and start all over,”
countered Commissioner Henri

Brooks. “That’s very confusing.
That process lacks something –
integrity.”
Commissioner Walter Bailey
argued the district shouldn’t be
without representation although
the next voting school board
meeting is Aug. 27.
He said the move to anticipate court approval of the new
smaller district lines in filling the
vacancy is “part of the hazards of
the political process.”
Commissioner Sidney Chism
said the move to delay the appointment was a continuation
of the political fight among
commissioners over schools
consolidation.
“It’s obvious to me, it’s just a
delaying tactic,” he said.
Mays agreed in hearings on
the redistricting plan that he
approved a provision that would
allow the commission to take

the school board to 13 members
instead of seven on Sept. 1.
He also said he would have
final approval of the details of
such a plan including the new
district lines.
Sept. 1 is when the nine
members of the old Memphis
City Schools board and the
seven members of the old Shelby
County Schools board go off the
countywide school board.
The legal point Mays is
expected to decide is whether
the County Commission can fill
the six new positions immediately by appointment or whether
there could be a special election
or whether to wait on the regularly scheduled county general
elections in August 2014.
Meanwhile, attorneys for the
commission are seeking a status
conference with Mays on the
matter.
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City Demolition
Moratorium
Delayed
Bill Dries
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

A

plan by some on the Memphis City
Council to declare a four-month
moratorium on all demolitions
of Memphis properties on the National
Register of Historic Places was put off this
week after questions about the legality of
the moratorium.
The moratorium would have applied to
the Nineteenth Century Club in Midtown,
whose demolition by the new owners of
the Union Avenue property is on hold via a
restraining order.
Council member Janis Fullilove delayed a council vote Tuesday, Aug. 6, on the
measure after several council members
said the issue is being addressed in Shelby
County Chancery Court and questioned
why the new property owner hadn’t been
notified of the proposal.
Fullilove said the effort was aimed
at the 19th century mansion but would
also apply to all Memphis landmarks on
the register, which protects structures
from demolition when federal funding is
involved. But it does not offer such protec-

“

I cannot definitively tell
you that the (demolition)
moratorium is worth the
paper it’s written on.”
– Allan Wade

Attorney, Memphis City Council

the entire membership of the club and not
just its board of directors had to agree to
the sale.
Evans issued the order pending a hearing and decision on the claim.
“The builder side of me doesn’t want
to purposefully stop the free market,” said
council member Reid Hedgepeth, who
said the moratorium would change the
rules on the new property owner in the
middle of the process.
Council attorney Allan Wade also
expressed some concerns, citing past court
actions on such moratoriums that did not

sponsored by

(Memphis News File Photo)

Nineteenth Century Club

tion when a site is to be demolished using
private funds.
Fullilove proposed a study of demolition procedures during the moratorium.
Union Group LLC bought the property
for $550,000 from the nonprofit women’s
organization in January. A company working for Union Group took out a demolition permit for the property at the end of
July, felling a large tree on the back of the
property.
That work was stopped by a Chancery
Court order issued Aug. 1 by Chancellor
Walter Evans. He acted after two current
and former members of the club filed suit
over the sale of the property. They claim

go the council’s way once a judge ruled.
“I cannot definitively tell you that the
moratorium is worth the paper it’s written
on,” he told the council Tuesday. “The
opponents have a remedy in Chancery
Court.”
Some changes in the wording of the
moratorium eased some of Wade’s concerns. But by then other council members
wanted to know why the property owner,
who has plans to build a retail building on
the site, hadn’t been notified.
“We would simply be sneaking up
on someone who bought the property,”
council member Bill Morrison said. “Let
the courts do their business.”

Friday at 7:00pm WKNO
Friday at 7:30pm WKNO2
Sunday at 8:30am WKNO
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Manager Wins First Battle in
Equal Pay Suit Against FedEx
Margaret Boaz is suing
for unpaid and lost wages
she would have earned for
performing the same duties
as her male colleague.
Jennifer Johnson Backer
jbacker@memphisdaily.news.com

(Memphis News File/Kyle Kurlick)

A FedEx employee won an initial victory in her lawsuit against the company that accuses it of failing to provide equal pay.

A

Memphis-area FedEx project
manager won an initial victory
on Tuesday, Aug. 6, in her lawsuit
against FedEx Corp. that accuses the shipping giant of failing to provide equal pay
after she took over the job responsibilities
of a male colleague.
Margaret Boaz filed a legal complaint
against FedEx in April 2009 alleging the
Memphis-based company asked her
to take over the job responsibilities of a
program management adviser position
supporting world revenue operations after
a male colleague accepted a buy-out.
Boaz says the position remained classified at a lower pay grade level even though
she was performing the same duties as her

male colleague under the same conditions.
Boaz, now a senior business systems
analyst at FedEx, is suing for unpaid and
lost wages she would have earned for
performing the same duties as her male
colleague from Jan. 1, 2004, to June 2008.
She also is asking for attorney’s fees,
court costs, pre-and post-judgment interest and damages of at least $250,000. She
also has requested that FedEx restore her
employment history to reflect all jobs she
says the company has awarded her since
she was first hired in February 1997.
At the heart of the dispute is whether
Boaz’s claims were timely under the federal
Fair Labor Standards Act and the Equal Pay
Act. While those laws require an employee

to file a legal complaint within two years
after the date of the alleged violation, FedEx argued a clause in Boaz’s employment
agreement limited that time period to six
months. Employees have three years to file
a legal complaint if the employer willfully
violated the FLSA and Equal Pay Act.
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth
Circuit reversed an earlier district court
decision and ruled the six-month time
limitation in Boaz’s employment agreement operated as a waiver of her rights
under the FLSA and Equal Pay Act.
The case will continue to be litigated in
district court.
“We believe the substantive claims in
this case are without merit, and we will
continue to defend the lawsuit,” said Bonnie Kourvelas, a spokeswoman for FedEx.
While FedEx does not dispute it paid
Boaz’s male counterpart more than Boaz,
the company said it had reclassified his
position as a lower paying one after he
left – and therefore was not required to pay
Boaz the same amount.
The appeals court also threw out that
argument and pointed to a FedEx memorandum that suggested the company was

not clear on what the male employee’s
duties had been.
“There are genuine disputed issues
of material fact as to Boaz’s Equal Pay Act
claim,” according to the appeals court
opinion.
Stephen Biller, a Memphis attorney
who represented Boaz in the lawsuit and
appeal, said the decision sets an important nationwide precedent for upholding
the FLSA and Equal Pay Act – including
provisions that require employers to pay
non-exempt employees a minimum wage,
pay time-and-a-half for overtime, limit the
number of hours that can be worked and
guarantee equal pay for male and female
employees who perform the same jobs.
“Up until this point in time, there have
been no federal circuit court decisions
addressing the uniqueness of the FLSA and
the Equal Pay Act,” Biller said. “There is a
lot of public interest in making sure that
these statutes are honored.”
Historically, many employers have
required employees sign employment
agreements that limit the statute of limitations on FLSA and Equal Pay Act claims. In
Boaz’s case, FedEx argued that her claims
were untimely under her employment
agreement because the last alleged illegal
activity – the issuance of her June 2008
paycheck – occurred more than six months
before she filed suit.
Biller said Boaz waited to file her case
until after she informed the FedEx Human
Resources Department that she was not receiving equal pay for performing the same
duties as her former male colleague. She
also tried to resolve her complaint by filing
fedex continued on P29

The No. 1 Business Rule: Feed Yourself First
company. We befriend them, soak in their
So many new business ventures die
experience and hard-earned wisdom,
on the vine. Statistics vary, and we’ll keep
and take in their stories. Their insights
the details of the debate to
and actions defy most
a minimum here. Let’s
conventional B-school
say that 1 in 20 make
lore. The oral tradition
it. Let’s define the
holds true in busi“Making It” as either
ness. We learn lessons
having a profitable
from those who have
company after five
talked the path
years of existence
before.
or selling to a
JOCELYN ATKINSON
The primary
larger firm for a
& michael graber
let’s grow
lesson: pay yourwealth-creating
self first. This is a
sum.
very simple fact of nature, yet so many
We meet a lot of serial entrepreneurs
companies forget it. If you don’t eat, you
at the Studio. They have grown startup
will not survive.
after startup, and sold company after

Make no mistake. You will be tested.
There will be periods where cash flow will
trickle to a mere drop no matter how well
you are capitalized. Accounts receivables
will be spoken for by bills from the utility
company, credit cards, partners, vendors,
contractors, IRS, and the list goes on and
on and on.
If you stay alive, all of these fine
organizations and people will prosper. If you go out of business, declare
bankruptcy, and take the downward spiral into shame and hiding,
no one wins.
Therefore, the advice of the winners
is to feed yourself first. Stay alive. You
cannot reach the mission or vision of

your company if you starve into oblivion.
As the brave hero in Greek Mythology
plugged his ear to keep from hearing the
sirens’ song, plug your ears. Keep the bill
collectors at bay until you are in a position
to make it right.
Once you reach a cash flow positive
position, make it right, and then count the
profits. Stay alive. Feed yourself first. It’s
that simple.
Jocelyn Atkinson and Michael Graber run the Southern Growth Studio, a
strategic growth firm based in Memphis.
Visit www.southerngrowthstudio.com
to learn more.
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Cousins Join Forces as ‘Rosenblum & Reisman’
Richard J. Alley
Special to The Memphis News

A

s the law firm of Rosenblum &
Reisman celebrates its 15th year,
it is with the knowledge and a
sense of accomplishment that clients
have been treated with the utmost respect, and that fellow lawyers and staff
are treated as family. Indeed, the principals, Jeff Rosenblum and Marc Reisman,
are first cousins. The firm’s practice
areas include personal injury, wrongful
death, civil rights and criminal defense.
The focus over the years, however, has
been primarily on medical malpractice.
“I made it a point where I was going
to take that area of law and let that be
my strength,” Rosenblum said.
In 2006, the largest medical malpractice verdict in the city at the time –
$8.5 million – was won by Rosenblum &
Reisman. The firm has been recognized
by U.S. News & World Report as being
one of the best law firms in the U.S. The
firm handles medical malpractice cases
that are viewed as civil rights cases in
which inmates are not given appropriate care in a prison setting, which can
lead to suicide in confinement.
“We think it is absolutely atrocious
that our jails and our prisons aren’t
tending to people with mental health
issues and are just putting them in a
cell and not giving them the care they
need,” Rosenblum said. “We’re one of
the few firms – really, in the country,
but certainly in the city – that handles
suicide in confinement cases.”
Another niche developed as a spinoff of their core focus has been in the
defense of professional golfers accused
of using performance-enhancing drugs.
In 2009, Doug Barron became the first
PGA Tour player to be suspended for
violating the organization’s drug policy.
“We represented Doug Barron. We
sued the PGA Tour and (he) was allowed
to take the substance they said he
couldn’t take before, under a resolution
that we were able to reach for him,”
Rosenblum said. “That has resulted in

(Memphis News/Andrew J. Breig)

Law partners and first cousins Jeff Rosenblum and Marc Reisman, pictured above
their office at Brinkley Plaza, formed the law firm Rosenblum & Reisman in 1998.

me representing five or six PGA golfers.”
The most recent was Vijay Singh,
suspended for the use of deer antler
spray, a substance that contains insulinlike growth factor-1.
“I flew down to Ponte Vedra, Fla.,
and a few months later we got the Tour
to say, ‘Never mind, we dismiss all the
charges,’” Rosenblum said. “So that was
a great hole in one, I guess would be the
way to describe it.”
Reisman is proud of the work they
do and honored that “we get a large percentage of our client base from referrals
from other lawyers and from referrals
from prior clients, people that have seen
us work and trust us to represent their
clients or their friends or their families.”
Both Rosenblum and Reisman
brought impressive resumés into the
new office back in 1998. Rosenblum
graduated from The University of Tennessee College of Law, clerked under
federal Judge Robert McCrae, and later
worked with Harris Shelton Hanover
Walsh PLLC and Ballin, Ballin & Fishman PC. Reisman graduated from The
U of M Cecil C. Humphreys School of
Law, clerked in the Tennessee Court

of Appeals and Tennessee Court of
Criminal Appeals, and worked with the
Causey & Caywood law firm. The pair
have skill sets that complement each
other – Rosenblum is the self-professed
“big picture guy” who enjoys getting up
in front of a jury, while Reisman is “an
unbelievable writer, he’s an unbelievable researcher,” said his cousin.
“Jeff and I talked about the possibility that someday we would go into
practice together,” Reisman said. “I
really felt that when we joined forces
and got together, that we had a similar
work ethic, and we felt like we complemented each other’s practices and that
we would be successful; I’m proud of
the evolution of our practice.”
The pairing of the two, along with
attorneys Mark Mesler, Matthew May
and Neely Thomas, have helped grow
the firm to what it is today.
“When we take a case, we know
we’re going to spend hundreds of
hours on it, we’re going to spend all our
resources on it,” Rosenblum said. “We
just consider every case to be important, and we don’t just go through the
motions.”

There’s No
Such Thing
As Time
Management
Yes, I am being a bit nit-picky, but as
the title states there is no such thing as
time management. Time flows in a forward
direction and does not respond to any human attempts to manage it. Therefore, time
management strategies are,
pardon the pun, a waste
of time. Instead, you
might look closely at the
ongoing historical tug-ofwar between new things
coming into existence
that place claims
chris cRouch
SMART STUFF
on your time and
4 WORK
new thing coming
into existence that
free up huge blocks of your time.
For example, on May 10, 1869, at Promontory Point, Utah, the golden spike was driven
to complete the rail line between the East and
West coasts. Prior to completing this rail line,
it typically took six months to make the trip
from New York to San Francisco. Soon after
the completion of the transcontinental railroad, an individual could make the same trip
in about six days. That’s 174 days of free time
for abandoning the Conestoga wagon option.
If you decided to travel from New York
to San Francisco nowadays, you would have
many options. Among the options is United
Airlines flight 626 out of Kennedy airport
leaving at 10:20 am and arriving at 1:36 pm.
If you adjust for the time zone changes, that’s
six hours and seven minutes travel time. So,
from six months, to six days, to six hours to
get the same result – getting from New York
to San Francisco. Therefore, if you need more
time, abandon the railroad option.
I can cite many similar examples of how
we can now accomplish the same result in
significantly less time that it took us in the
past – if we are willing to abandon our current
way of doing things. So, abandoning our
current way of doing things seems to be one
of the keys to dealing with the unrelenting
passage of time.
Here’s an idea for those of you who have
the flexibility to relocate. Consider living
closer to where you work. Or why not take a
speed-reading course? Most people can easily double their reading speed and improve
comprehension and retention at the same
time. Do the math: if you need to read an
hour a day to keep up with your reading now
and you learn to get it done in 30 minutes,
you free up over three weeks a year to do
other things. Learn to type faster, get more
organized, set up systems that will help
you find things faster when you need them,
abandon some of the wasteful meetings that
creep into your workday. As it turns out, you
cannot manage time, however, you can learn
to do a much better job of rationally using
time. That’s what I suggest to my clients.
Abandon your efforts to manage time and
look for practical ways to more rationally use
time. Start by asking, “What can I abandon to
free up huge blocks of time?”
Chris Crouch is CEO of DME Training
and Consulting. Contact him through www.
dmetraining.com.
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Confidence Reigns as Tigers
Prepare for Football Season
Don Wade
Special to The Memphis News

Memphis coach Justin
Fuente provided reassurance
to the extent possible when
he acknowledged what many
coaches won’t: Everybody
begins with unchallenged
optimism.

T

here is no reliable way to determine if a losing football program
is on the precipice of becoming a
winning football program. If there was,
we’d all be getting rich betting the games.
But there is something to be said
about change starting at the top. Secondyear University of Memphis coach Justin

Fuente and several players – all members
of the team’s Leadership Council – met
with the media on Wednesday, Aug. 7,
the official reporting date; the first of four
helmet-and-shorts practices was to begin
the next day, and then on Tuesday, Aug.
13, the first practice in full pads.
The season opener, Sept. 7 vs. Duke
at Liberty Bowl Memorial Stadium, was
exactly a month away, and it seems
only right to say that anything said at
a preseason luncheon should be, well,
taken with a grain of salt. Still, Fuente, 37,
provided reassurance to the extent possible when he acknowledged what many
coaches won’t: Everybody begins with
unchallenged optimism.
“There are a lot of people across the
country that are going to have a great
team meeting today, or (had one) three
days ago when they started camp,” he
said.
It is what happens after that, of course,
that determines where a team might go.
Fuente uses the word “building” when
discussing the job at hand. He could say

“rebuilding,” but that would infer the goal
was to reach a previously achieved height,
and that is definitely not the case here.
Everyone understands the 2010-2011
seasons (3-21) under Larry Porter were
landmark disasters, even for Memphis
football. But Fuente is taking a longer
view, which is wise on several levels. Last
year’s team was 4-8 and 4-4 in Conference USA. Of course, the Tigers are now
in a BCS league, the American Athletic
Conference. The competition is better.
And deeper.
Not surprisingly, the Tigers were
picked to finish last in the American by a
vote of the league’s media members.
“It doesn’t start with them. It starts
with us,” said senior center Antonio
Foster.
“I understand they got us picked last,”
added junior nose tackle Terry Redden,
“but it’s just a pick.”
And that’s just what you want your
players to say, too – that it’s just an outside
opinion more rooted in past team failures
than what might happen this year. The

Tigers, recall, finished the 2012 season
on a three-game winning streak in which
they outscored opponents 125-56.
Redshirt senior Jacob Karam returns
at quarterback after completing 64.2
percent of his passes for 1,895 yards with
14 touchdowns and just 3 interceptions.
He is expected to receive legitimate competition from redshirt freshman Paxton
Lynch, who, at 6-6, is a half-foot taller
than Karam and an intriguing possibility
for spot situations even if he doesn’t beat
out Karam for the starting job.
Among the returning statistical leaders on offense: running back Brandon
Hayes, who rushed for 576 yards (4.9 average), and receiver Keiwone Malone (44
catches for 476 yards). Five freshmen appear on the offense’s two-deep, and JUCO
transfer Joe Craig, a 5-11, 175-pound
receiver who played his freshman season
at Clemson and has world-class speed, is
a potential immediate impact player.
Among the returning statistical leaders on defense: linebacker Anthony Brown
(71 tackles), defensive end Martin Ifedi

Yes, the Countdown Begins for Grizzlies Tip-Off
Are you ready for some basketball?
What’s that you say, the word is
FOOTBALL? Meaning it’s time to talk
about walking through The Grove, running in space and snapping cell phone
pictures of Johnny Manziel?
OK, sure, it’s football season in the
South. But we are, perhaps more than
ever, Hoops City. The Grizzlies’ 2013-14
schedule just came out and given what
the team did last year, how can you not
look ahead to tip-off as much as kickoff?
And no, Grizzlies CEO Jason Levien
did not order me to write this under
threat of kidnapping and detention in a
darkened room where I must listen to
the front office recite their favorite basketball analytics. And yes, I’m going to
occasionally poke fun at their numbers
obsession all season even as I increasingly believe in the value of basketball
metrics.
But I digress.
Anyway, here’s a truth I didn’t expect: The schedule came out in the first
week of August, just as PED races were
heating up (I’m a baseball guy at my
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core), and yet I was ready for the NBA
schedule.
I wanted to know when the two-time
defending Miami Heat is coming to
FedExForum. Answer: Wednesday, April
9, or right around the beginning of the
next baseball season.
I wanted to know when the Grizz
would get their first crack at the San
Antonio Spurs, the team that swept
them out of their first-ever Western
Conference Finals. Answer: Opening
night, Oct. 30, in a return visit to The
Alamo. Even now, Gregg Popovich is
practicing snarky one-word answers to
reporters.
I wanted to know how many times
the Grizz would appear on national
television. Thirteen times, if you count
NBA-TV games. Which I don’t. So make

it six, with five on ESPN and one on
TNT. Apparently the networks will not
be embracing the small-market-teamthat-could storyline again unless the
Grizzlies make another deep playoff run.
I wanted to know if the schedule
would be front-loaded or back-loaded.
I guess the answer depends on your
perspective, but the Grizzlies play 11
of 17 games on the road during March.
Probably a good thing from a ticket
sales perspective when all the local
focus will be on the Memphis Tigers
and the NCAA Tournament, but a huge
challenge if the Grizzlies are chasing a
playoff spot, not merely a seed.
I wondered when the new-look
Brooklyn Nets would come to town.
Answer: On Nov. 30, and at the start of
a season-long six-game homestand that
also features the L.A. Clippers on Dec.
5 and the Oklahoma City Thunder on
Dec. 11.
Of course, I wanted to know when
the Lakers and their pathetic purple
and gold entourage would invade The
Grindhouse (Dec. 17 and Feb. 26). And I
wondered if the Grizz would get an un-

inspiring home-opener opponent. They
did, with the Detroit Pistons here for the
first game on Nov. 1.
The big question, though, when looking over the whole 82-game schedule,
is how many wins can first-year coach
Dave Joerger & Co. get? More than last
year’s franchise-best 56 or less?
And what kind of playoff seed is
realistic?
Ah, but this is getting ahead of
things, isn’t it?
Training camp is still two months
away.
By then – let’s be honest – many of
you will be frustrated with your favorite
college football team and looking for
a distraction, any distraction. So as a
public service I tell you this:
The first preseason game at FedExForum is Oct. 9 vs. Dallas. Good seats
are still available.
Don Wade’s column appears weekly
in The Daily News and The Memphis
News. Listen to Wade on “Middays with
Greg & Eli” every Tuesday at noon on
Sports 56 AM and 87.7 FM.
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Memphis hopes to build on the late success in the 2012 season when the team went on a roll to finish 4-8.
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(7.5 sacks) and safety Lonnie Ballentine (3
interceptions and 5 pass breakups). Ten
of the 11 projected starters are juniors
and seniors.
“We’re an older and more mature
team defensively,” Fuente said.
While Fuente believes the team
gained a new level of confidence at the
end of last season, he also came to believe
at a point this spring that some players
were too happy with the program’s improvement from the old regime.
“We still have a long way to go,” he
said. “There are several more steps to
take.”
If the task seems daunting, consider
Fuente’s family history for a moment:
His great-grandfather came from Spain,
a stowaway on a ship, and made his living in the Northeast as a wrestler: Jack
Fuente, alias the Spanish Red Devil. His
son (Justin’s grandfather) dreamed of
being an airline pilot but adjusted on
the fly, as it were, and became an airline
mechanic when his colorblindness kept
him out of the cockpit. The coach’s dad is
a stockbroker.
Justin Fuente now enters year two
at Memphis intent on making his own
success story, albeit on his own time
schedule.
“We’re going to build the program,
and it’ll come,” Fuente said, confidence
and realism standing together in perfect
balance. “I can’t worry that it won’t happen immediately.”
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Shelby County Schools
begins new era as unified district
Bill Dries
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

W

hen the first day
of the first school
year of the unified
county school
system opened
Monday, Aug. 5, a
group of school board members, staff and
interim superintendent Dorsey Hopson
stopped at Millington Middle School.
It was one of eight schools the group
visited over seven hours by way of a school
bus. Some of the schools had warnings on
the doors about “no gun zones” and metal
detectors to reinforce the policy. Millington Middle had signs reading “no gum
zone.”
“Guys, I need your focus on me,” math
teacher Robert Davis told a group of sixth
graders in his classroom as Hopson, the
adults and several photographers filed into
the room.

“You should have had bell work or seat
work when you were in elementary school,
right?” he said as the children took a few
more glances at the cameras. “When you
see that, you need to get started on that
bell work as soon as it’s posted.”
Before the group came to Davis’ room,
they filed into another classroom with no
students in it. It is what principal Amie
Marsh calls the “data room,” a converted
classroom with charts and graphs measuring each student’s progress in a detailed
way as well as intervention plans to immediately begin to bring up the performance
of those students who fall behind.
“That’s the only way to address it,”
Marsh said. “I had this in my head years
before I got here.”
Hopson wanted school board members and his cabinet to take in the colorcoded charts and bar graphs, and the

Normal scenes like this
one at Idlewild Elementary belied the historic
nature of the day.

centralized approach, all meticulously
designed.
“We actually used that model to secure
some additional (Bill and Melinda) Gates
(Foundation) funding. They focus on the
data,” Hopson said at the end of the tour.
“They focus on strategically knowing as
much data about every student in that
school as possible so they can develop
programs for those students. … I think you
see that we have someone who uses those
people the way they need to be used.”
The data room in what was once a
part of the legacy Shelby County Schools
system is also an indication of how public
education is changing on numerous
fronts, some of them having little to do
with the schools merger.
It was during the transition planning
commission meetings of 2011 that thencounty schools superintendent John Aitken began to peel back the public image of
a county school system that stuck to basic
fundamental education concepts that had
changed very little over decades.
Aitken told the group that made the
recommendations on the structure of the
new unified school system to the school
board that all school systems, including
the one for the county outside Memphis,
were in the “business of intervention.”
“No matter where or what level that
child is on, we’re going to assess that
child,” Aitken said in November 2011.
“We’re going to see what interventions are
necessary to make that child succeed and
stay at grade level. We’re going to catch
them. … I think that can be replicated
at any school and no matter what sized
district.”
County school leaders prior to that
had not denied that was part of their mission. But they had been content to watch
as then-Memphis City Schools superintendent Kriner Cash touted the Teacher

Effectiveness Initiative effort to measure
teacher performance based, in part, on
student performance. And they watched
as Cash touted millions in funding from
the Gates Foundation and from private
nonprofit organizations in a vision he
defined in terms of the needs of an urban
school system. But the data-based intervention strategy and program that was the
example on the opening day of the school
year was in a Millington school.
Less than a week before the first day of
classes, the countywide school board was
still approving policies that reconciled different practices between the old city and
county school systems. Corporal punishment was an issue that went down to the
last board meeting before the school year.
Memphis City Schools banned it. Shelby
County Schools didn’t. But principals in
neither school system had used it in years.
It was a concept that some members
of the old Shelby County Schools board
defended and another example of where
values in the two systems were different
– except they weren’t really. Board member David Reaves, who was among those
arguing that the concept should remain,
changed his opposition to the ban.
“I went out to the schools and I talked
to some of my principals and some of my
teachers,” he said, adding he asked them
if corporal punishment is effective. “One
hundred percent said no.”
One principal said he hadn’t used paddling as punishment in a decade.
Reaves said he still believes it is effective but can’t be used uniformly because of
differences in children and the possibility
of legal action for its use.
“To me, it’s an ineffective policy if that
cannot be the case,” Reaves said. “I think
we have to settle this new policy now. I
don’t want this hanging over our heads.”
Hopson has said he understands the
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and then interim Shelby County
Schools superintendent with the
resignation of Aitken.
Aitken’s resignation was
the more surprising of the two.
With it, Hopson, who had been
general counsel for Memphis
City Schools, became the merger
superintendent. It was a scenario
that few could have foreseen
when the schools merger process
began in late 2010.
Hopson claimed the job, saying he had no plans to seek it permanently. When the school board
called off its search for a permanent superintendent for now,
Hopson had at least a school year
to shape the merger. It may be
the only school year that there
aren’t separate school systems in
each of the county’s six suburban
towns and cities.
Hopson has said that at
times in the political process he
believed there have been those
rooting for the merger to fail. He’s
also said he has no problem with
suburban school districts.
The first-day-of-school tour
came with a last look at a landscape that he may change even
more in the 2014-2015 school
year. The first stop was Carver
High School, one of 13 schools
the board is holding public hearings on closing after Hopson
recommended them for possible
closure in the second year of the
merger.
There was also a stop at

Frayser High School, one of
several high schools the state-run
Achievement School District is
considering for part of its school
system for the bottom 5 percent
of schools in the state in terms of
student achievement.
“There will be a lot of discussion about Carver later this year,”
Hopson told board members as
he met them at the entrance to
the South Memphis high school.
The tour was led by one of
the students involved in campus
protests last school year over the
lack of programs at Carver and
then the plans to close it.
Hopson has maintained that
the lack of enough students to
offer some of those programs
shows why Carver is a candidate
for possible closing.
Frayser High School isn’t on
the list for possible closure. It has
an alternative school within the
building. But during the opening
day look around Frayser, school
board members and staff saw
some unused classrooms and
small classes in an area of town
that once had three high schools
until Westside High School began
Westside Middle School several
years ago.
“It’s one of the schools where
we see declining enrollment,”
Hopson said. “The ASD is interested in Frayser. … The school
is so huge, it’s a school within a
school,” he added, talking about
the alternative school.

WORLD-CLASS CANCER CARE IN MEMPHIS.
For over three decades, The West Clinic has been a leader in the fight against cancer in
the Mid-South. Recently, we joined forces with Methodist Healthcare and The University
of Tennessee Health Science Center to create the West Cancer Center — an innovative
partnership that provides even more resources, expertise, technology and research here
in Memphis. Now you can fight cancer at home, stay near the doctors you know and be
with the people you love. It’s a winning combination. With the West Cancer Center in
your corner, you have all the advantages of home fighting on your side.
World-class cancer care is here at home. Memphis Fight On lets you see the remarkable
stories of those who are fighting cancer. Watch their stories, or share one of your own,
at MemphisFightOn.com.
SM

MemphisFightOn.com

Each of the schools visited
on opening day were different in
so many ways from the narrow
brick hallways of Idlewild that
seemed child-sized to the large
acoustically sealed music rooms
of Southwind.
Even the older high schools
from Germantown to Carver to

but on competition from the
Achievement School District and
charter schools. The competition was already being felt by
both school systems before the
merger.
Hopson’s Innovation Zone is
a new part of the school system’s
answer with first-year achieve-

Change has come to Shelby County Schools,
but the first day of school looked familiar.

(Memphis News/Andrew J. Breig)

distinction others make between
former county schools and
former city schools. But he has
added that he has little time for
the distinction as he runs the
consolidated school system.
He also says he has little
time to take a victory lap for an
opening day that, by and large,
achieved his goal of a school experience that was much the same
for students as it was the year
before in terms of teachers.
“It’s not going to get easier
because we still have so much
to do in terms of transitioning,”
Hopson said as the beginning of
the school year approached.
Marsh isn’t the only new
principal in this landmark school
year, one Hopson and others
hope is consistent for students.
But the yearly change in principals became a constant during
the more than four years that
Cash was superintendent of
Memphis City Schools.
“We have 250 schools. I’ve
replaced about 40 principals this
year. I was a little concerned that
so many of the principals are
new,” Hopson said. “You saw that
enthusiasm, that excitement. I
think that what our new principals lack in experience they make
up for in excitement. They also
have mentors.”
Hopson, in the space of three
months, became interim Memphis City Schools superintendent
with the resignation of Cash
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Frayser to Melrose were different
from each other.
Across the spectrum they all
face change that promises to be
the new normal over a period of
years for local public education
in whatever form it settles into
eventually.
Some of the unified school
district’s future moves won’t be
based on the suburban split

ment test results that showed
double digit percentage growth
in the number of students at
grade level in reading, math and
science.
With the competition parents
have options and high performing teachers become more of
a commodity. The question
remains: Does student achievement grow in the change?
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Economic Development

EDGE Approves
Incentives For
Wright Medical

R e a l E s tat e & D e v e l o p m e n t

Grass-Roots Growth
Cooper-Young neighborhood continues to flourish organically

Amos Maki
amos@memphisdailynews.com

A

rlington-based Wright Medical
Group Inc. is one step closer to
relocating its headquarters to
Memphis.
Wright won approval Wednesday,
Aug. 7, from the board of the Economic Development Growth Engine
of Memphis and Shelby County for a
15-year tax freeze to allow the company to retain 225 jobs, add 35 new
jobs and invest $10.6 million into a
new headquarters on Cherry Road in
East Memphis.
Wright senior vice president and
general manager Bill Griffin said the
payment-in-lieu-of-taxes agreement
was critical to the company’s ability to
keep the jobs in Shelby County.
“I don’t know that we would
consider another place at this point,”
said Griffin. “If we had not got this
approval today, we would have gone
back to the drawing board.”
EDGE said the project would create $19 million in new tax revenue for
Memphis and Shelby County while
saving the company $4.6 million.
EDGE said the average salary of the 35
new employees would be $70,000 and
the average salary of the 225 retained
employees would be $108,000.
The medical device company’s

(Memphis News/Andrew J. Breig)

Emily Huang plays the Gu Zheng at Mulan Bistro in Cooper-Young, a Midtown neighborhood that continues to thrive
even as nearby Overton Square continues its resurgence as an entertainment destination

Amos Maki
amos@memphisdailynews.com

F

(Memphis News/Andrew J. Breig)

Wright Medical Group Inc. is one step
closer to moving to Memphis.

$290 million sale of its OrthoEcon
knee- and hip-implant business is
driving the relocation. Wright has
been considering multiple sites for a
possible relocation, including out-ofstate locations and the wooded office
park at 1023 Cherry Road.
The deal means most of Wright’s
current employees will remain
employed in Shelby County because
OrthoEcon would keep the knee and
hip operations at Wright’s current
headquarters, at 5640 Airline Road in
Arlington.
“This will be their worldwide
headquarters for their orthopedic
business,” said Wright senior vice
president Julie Tracy. “There’s not
many instances like this that are truly
a win-win-win.”

rom where Tamara Cook sits, the
future of the Cooper-Young Historic
District looks as bright as it’s ever

been.
“We’re just as busy as ever,” said Cook,
director of the Cooper Young Business
Association.
Though nearby Overton Square is
undergoing a much-needed makeover as
an arts, entertainment and retail district,
Cook easily brushed aside a question
about whether the square’s rejuvenation could pose a threat to the vitality of
Cooper-Young, the more mature arts, entertainment, residential and retail district
around the intersection of Young Avenue
and Cooper Street.
“I don’t know where this thought is
coming from, why others think Overton
Square will hurt us,” Cook said. “I’m glad
they’re bringing Overton Square back up
because it was rundown for so long.”
On recent evening visits to CooperYoung, the area’s bars, restaurants and
other businesses were experiencing brisk
business, as evidenced by bustling patios,
few parking spaces and plenty of pedestrian traffic.
“Cooper-Young is still vibrant,” said
John “Tiger” Bryant, owner of Young Avenue Deli and co-owner of Soul Fish Café.
“We still get our regulars, the neighborhood regulars and people who have been
with us a long time, but there are also a lot
of business people who come for lunch
and groups. There are still fresh faces
coming through Cooper-Young, which is

what it’s all about.”
Bryant said he hasn’t experienced
any slowdown in business since Overton
Square came back on the scene and that
the two districts could support each other.
“I don’t think Overton Square has done
anything to hurt it,” Bryant said.
“Business-wise, I would say it’s helped
the neighborhood,” he said. “It could
be two areas tied together by a string of
businesses, if not proximity. If anything,
there may be people who say, ‘We’ve been
at Overton Square for a little bit; let’s go
down to Cooper-Young.’”
Cooper-Young has been riding an
almost unprecedented wave of success
since the early- 1990s, when residential
and commercial real estate development
there really settled into a groove following years of painstaking work by the
Cooper-Young Community Association,
Cooper Young Business Association, the
now-defunct Cooper-Young Development
Corp. and others. It became the place in
Memphis to see and be seen and hasn’t
looked back.
The American Planning Association
recognized Cooper-Young in 2012 as “one
of the Top 10 Great Neighborhoods in
America.”
The annual Cooper-Young festival has
turned into a yearly rite of passage for tens
of thousands of Mid-Southerners attracted to the eclectic mix of vendors, music,
restaurants and shops. The annual street
party, hosted by the Cooper Young Business Association and now in its 26th year,
is expected to draw more than 100,000
visitors on Sep. 14.
The neighborhood’s “First Thursday
Night Out” event, hosted on the first

Thursday of each month, attracts hundreds of visitors to the area for discounted
dining and shopping along with free music and artist appearances in the district’s
restaurants and shops. It wasn’t always
like this in Cooper-Young. The neighborhood traveled a long and winding road to
recovery after being battered by flight to
East Memphis in the 1960s and 1970s.
Residents banded together to form the
Cooper-Young Community Association in
1976. The association got the neighborhood placed on the National Register of
Historic Places and promoted policies to
encourage homeownership and prevent
absentee landlords from continuing renting out their properties, a practice that
had a destabilizing effect on the neighborhood. Step by step, the neighborhood
fought its way back. And stakeholders
aren’t ready to cede any of the gains.
Bryant said some Cooper-Young residents and business owners want to make
sure that the neighborhood isn’t overlooked when it comes to infrastructure
investments or police patrols.
“The biggest thing I hear from other
people in Cooper-Young is, with the focus
on the square, will that take away from the
other established neighborhoods?” Bryant
said.
Perhaps nothing embodies the area’s
rise from the dead as much as the Trestle
Art Gateway over Cooper, which turned an
abandoned, decaying railroad bridge into
a centerpiece work of art featuring scenes
from the neighborhood.
That fighting spirit, and the civic
movement that give life to it, still
cooper-young continued on P29
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Historic School Year
Opening Has Familiar Look

“

There was a lot of teaching
and learning going on
the first day. I think what
you see is that the school
experience is going to
remain unchanged.”
– Dorsey Hopson
Interim superintendent,
Shelby County Schools

Bill Dries
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

G

ermantown High School principal Ted Horrell warned a busload
of school board members, staff
and interim superintendent Dorsey
Hopson that they were about to see some
confusion on his campus.
On the opening day of the first school
year for the unified school system Monday, Aug. 5, Horrell stopped the group just
outside the school’s cafeteria, which was
in its third of four lunch periods of the
school day. They would see lots of teenagers standing around looking confused,
Horrell said.
“That’s more a function of being in
high school for the first day,” he said as he
talked of the social dilemma of not knowing where to sit.
A group of girls secure in their place
squealed over the presence of several
cameras. Meanwhile, a boy appearing a
bit frazzled looked past Hopson and the
other adults, balancing his lunch tray as
he searched for an open or at least invit-

t e c h n o l o gy

Seed Hatchery
Companies
Close Doors
Andy Meek
ameek@memphisdailynews.com

A

few companies that participated
in the inaugural round of Seed
Hatchery in 2011 have shut down
their operations in recent months.
Work for Pie, a platform to help

ing occupied table.
It was one sign of several that for
many students, the first day of school in
the new Shelby County Schools was very
much like the end of the 2012-2013 academic year in May when Shelby County
had two public systems.
The group of board members, school
system leaders and Hopson toured eight
schools across Shelby County in seven
hours on opening day.
“There was a lot of teaching and
learning going on the first day,” Hopson
said at the end of the tour. “I think what
you see is that the school experience is
going to remain unchanged.”
Stopping in a second period class at
Frayser High School, Hopson asked a student, “What’s the biggest change you’ve
noticed?”
“I’m a senior,” she replied.
Some of the schools were almost new
buildings like Kate Bond Middle School,
which is three years old. Others like Frayser High and Carver High had parts of the
building in which the air conditioning
wasn’t working.
Frayser had unused classrooms. Kate
Bond, meanwhile, had more than 1,100
students in a school built to hold 1,200.
The middle school has 20 sections of the
sixth grade.
When the bus hit the road at 6:30
a.m., the driver’s radio crackled with
traffic between drivers and dispatchers
that caught the ear of Hopson and school
board members.
Hopson said last week that bus problems and mix-ups are normal on opening
day of any school year. But he also said
the school system’s switch to three bell
times and the new routes that came with
that were what kept him awake at night as
he contemplated opening day.
“Report your number and go ahead,”
a dispatcher said as the school officials
drove south from school board headquar-

ters to Carver and saw other buses on
cross streets.
“It’s very congested and I’m going to
be late,” a driver in traffic on Germantown Parkway reported later.
At each of the eight schools, Hopson’s
first question to the principals was what
problems they had. All said the bus problems were minor.
Each of the schools also had some
degree of late registration underway in a
cafeteria or auditorium as well.
The school system will also see some
students who had enrolled in two charter
schools that were to start Monday under
the W.E.B. DuBois Consortium name. The
charter school company includes former
Memphis City Schools superintendent
and Memphis Mayor Willie Herenton.
Hopson said Herenton told him
Friday the two charter schools would not
be opening because of low enrollment at
each. Those students who did enroll in
the charter schools will now enroll in the
conventional school they are zoned to.
At Idlewild Elementary School in
Midtown, Hopson’s daughter started first
grade and Hopson met Memphis Mayor
A C Wharton Jr. briefly in the school’s
narrow hallways. Shelby County Mayor
Mark Luttrell was at several of the other
schools.
At Idlewild many parents walked their
children to school on Linden Avenue off
busy Union Avenue, waiting at one of the
three entrances to school for the doors to
open. One boy, asked what was new at his
school, pointed to his uniform shirt and
pulled up his khaki shorts as he held his
father’s hand a bit tighter.
Board member Kevin Woods asked
a girl at Southwind Elementary if she
wanted school uniforms. The girl’s glittery
high top sneakers with neon shoelaces
were tucked reflexively under her seat.
For more schools coverage, see this
week’s cover story on Page 18.

developers find work, and stiQRd, a QR
code-based loyalty and rewards platform,
have both closed down.
stiQRd shut down in April, citing a
lack of funding and half the team leaving
Memphis for other pursuits.
Meanwhile, Work for Pie announced
via a message on its website, www.workforpie.com, Friday, Aug. 2, that it too is
shutting down, partly because of a lack of
funding.
“On the surface, the reasons are
simple,” Work for Pie founders Cliff
McKinney and Brad Montgomery wrote.
“1. Work for Pie isn’t generating enough
revenue to allow us to continue working
on it full-time. 2. We failed to secure additional funding to support the company
as we built the business. 3. We needed to

be able to financially support our families
and ultimately decided that we needed
new jobs to do so.
“4. We didn’t think it was fair to our
users, our clients or especially to our new
employers to continue to run Work for Pie
on a part-time basis.
“To Seed Hatchery and Start Co.,
thank you for getting us started on this
entrepreneurial journey. Despite this
outcome, we’d both do it all over again,
and you helped us get off the ground.
We learned a lot via Seed Hatchery, and
are still learning from the folks we’ve had
the privilege of mentoring over the past
couple years.
“Thank you for taking chances on
crazy ideas and hungry founders who
don’t yet know what they don’t know.”

Design Review
Board OKs
Downtown
Guidelines
Next stop: full
Downtown Memphis Commission
Amos Maki
amos@memphisdailynews.com

T

he Downtown Memphis Commission Design Review Board
approved Wednesday, Aug. 7,
new design guidelines for Downtown.
The full commission will vote on
the plans later this month, and the
DRB will revisit the guidelines in six
months for any possible revisions.
“It’s a living document,” said board
member Ray Brown. “It’s not set in
stone, and it’s going to need adjustments as we go along.”
The guidelines, which were developed over a nearly two-year process,
place an emphasis on promoting
context-appropriate design for new
construction – making sure new projects complement existing development in Downtown’s distinct districts
– strategies for sustainable design, and
guidance for public improvements
such as sidewalks and streetscapes.
The standards are intended to
serve as a guide and are not strict zoning regulations.
Only developers seeking Downtown Memphis Commission incentives are required to seek design
approval from the DRB.
The Unified Development Code of
Memphis and Shelby County governs
projects not seeking those incentives.
But the new guidelines do offer a
roadmap for how new development
should help maintain or enhance the
urban look and feel of Downtown,
emphasizing context-appropriate
design within the distinct zones in
the Central Business Improvement
District.
Currently, the CBID is broken into
four zones: North CBID, Downtown
Core, South CBID and the Medical
District. The new guidelines go further by laying out how development
should occur in eight specific areas:
Riverfront, Downtown Industrial,
Downtown Neighborhood, Neighborhood Center, Urban Campus, Downtown Core, Sports and Entertainment,
and Commercial Corridor.
According to DMC’s website, the
“Design Review Board (DRB) is a
seven-member board with additional
non-voting advisors who are all appointed by the Downtown Memphis
Commission. The DRB serves to make
recommendations regarding regulations with respect to signs and other
public and private improvement
projects within the Central Business
Improvement District (CBID).”
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Better Way
To Measure
Happiness
VERNE HARNISH &
MICHAEL SYNK

Community

Liftoff
Tunica hosts second annual Balloon Bash this weekend

GUEST COLUMN

Many CEOs think they can keep an
eye on morale with annual employee
survey, but that is like driving your car
by only looking in the rearview mirror.
By the time you get the results, most
of the “accidents” have already happened: Grumpy employees have alienated good customers, incompetent
managers have killed productivity and
the best talent has left for the competition. You need to measure employee
happiness daily or weekly.
New analytics tools: There are
some cutting edge tools to help. Apple
and Rackspace use the employee Net
Promoter System (eNPS), a metric
that is picking up traction, as Fred
Reichheld, the intellectual father
of NPS, mentions in his book “The
Ultimate Question 2.0.” While the wellknown NPS tracks customer loyalty,
the eNPS measures employees’ happiness, asking them in a confidential
survey: “On a scale of 0 to 10, how
likely is it that you would recommend
your workplace to a friend or family
member?” Employees have room to
comment, providing qualitative data.
Be prepared: The scores you get
from your team are likely to be lower
than you get from your customers
on the traditional NPS. Employees
tend to be tough critics—but if you’re
willing to listen, they will tell you what
you need to hear. At the same time,
don’t obsess about your scores. The
qualitative data is important too.
Talk with employees weekly:
New technologies are no substitute
for meaningful conversations with
your team. Senior leaders should
formally visit with one employee each
week and ask three simple questions:
“What do we need to start doing, stop
doing and keep doing?” Then take
a few minutes at the management
meeting to share what you’ve learned.
Respond to feedback quickly:
Make sure that you have the management bandwidth to quickly respond
to feedback. Gathering data is useless
if you don’t act on it. Nothing is more
frustrating than being asked your
opinion and then seeing
People, your most valuable asset,
are intangible in accounting terms.
Measuring their happiness is a way
of making them tangible. It will be
some time until this type of metric
will appear on a balance sheet, but
that doesn’t mean you should not pay
attention to these measures. They’re
some of the best leading indicators of
a company’s overall health and value.
Verne Harnish is the founder of
Gazelles. Michael Synk is the founder
of In-Synk and is the Gazelles coach in
Memphis. Contact Michael at msynk@
in-synk.com.

More than 35 hot-air balloons will be welcomed to this year’s Tunica Balloon Bash, held Aug. 9-11.
(Tunica Convention and Visitors Bureau)

Five Tunica casinos
will host a hot-air
balloon extravaganza
Aug. 9-11; the event is
free and open to the
public
Michael Waddell
mwaddell@memphisdailynews.com

H

ot-air balloonists will take to the
Tunica skies this weekend as the
second annual Tunica Balloon
Bash is planned at five sponsoring Tunica
casinos.
Sponsors Fitz Tunica Casino & Hotel,
Gold Strike Casino Resort, Hollywood
Casino Tunica, Horseshoe Tunica Hotel
& Casino, Sam’s Town Hotel & Casino and
the Tunica Convention and Visitors Bureau will welcome more than 35 balloons
to this year’s event, Aug. 9-11, featuring
more than $12,000 in competitive prize
money.
“One of the things that makes this
event so nice is that it is very family-oriented and it’s free,” said event organizer
and “Balloon Meister” Mark Bowie, a hotair balloon pilot who has been involved
with ballooning for more than 20 years
and has organized many balloon events
across the Southeast.
Tunica CVB president and CEO Webster Franklin said the idea for the event

came about after a meeting was held with
all nine Tunica casino properties following the flood of 2011. With the infrastructure in place to host a great balloon
event, Tunica was looking for something
that could tie a bunch of different properties together.
“We are always trying to think of
events that will draw a different crowd to
Tunica and have it become more eventcentric,” Franklin said. “The balloon idea
was one that allowed each individual
casino to participate and have their own
mini festival on their property, while at
the same time all of the balloons could
come together at a destination-wide
event like the balloon races.”
Hollywood Casino is sponsoring the
event for the second consecutive year.
“Sponsoring the Balloon Bash is an
investment in our market, and joint
ventures such as this broaden the Tunica
market’s appeal and attract new customers,” said Jeff Strang, Hollywood Casino
Tunica vice president of marketing.
“While Hollywood is a casino, we are also
part of the community and participate in
events that are appropriate to bring visitors to the area.”
The 2012 Tunica Balloon Bash was
held last November and drew approximately 5,000 spectators, but there was
one major drawback: the balloons did
not fly due to adverse wind and weather
conditions.
“We got in on the ground floor and
sponsored the event last year. We took
weather into consideration for the event
this year and moved it up to the sum-

mer,” Strang said.
Organizers expect calmer winds this
weekend.
“The winds will definitely be a little
more favorable this year compared to
what we saw last year When the winds get
above 10 miles per hour, we really cannot
do anything,” Bowie said. “Our flights will
be early in the morning and late in the
evening because that is typically when
there is the least amount of wind.”
This year’s colorful balloons will
come from Mississippi, Texas, Tennessee,
Arkansas and Louisiana to compete for
cash prizes totaling more than $12,000.
The competitions will take place on Saturday and Sunday from 7 a.m. to 9 a.m.
“The competitions will be based on
the wind conditions,” said Bowie, who
sets up the weekend’s events. He explained that pilots will need to navigate
their balloons across a three-mile path to
designated markers in order to win. “We
will have two competitive flights with two
tasks apiece, and the winners will need to
come within literally inches of the markers to win.”
Attendees will also get to enjoy free
tethered hot-air balloon rides and “balloon glows” that will happen Friday and
Saturday beginning at 7 p.m.
Visiting balloonists will fill the Tunica
sky again during a hot-air balloon fun
flight from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. on Saturday.
“It’s really a pretty sight to see,” said
Franklin, who expects higher attendance
numbers at this year’s event. “It’s going to
be a lot of fun for everyone to come out
and watch.”
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Boyle Sells More Lots at Spring Creek Ranch
After an initial offering went so well
earlier this year, a group of area homebuilders has acquired 17 more lots at The
Village at Spring Creek Ranch from Boyle
Investment Co.
The lots were purchased for $1.5 million and follow a February sale of 10 lots at
The Village for $750,000.
The builders are: Mike Murphy, Mike
Murphy Builders; Marty Smith, Artisan
Custom Homes; Mark McGuire and John
Worley, Celtic Manor Homes; Chris Dickens, Dickens & Associates; Ryan Anderson,
RKA Investments; and Scott Klazmer and
Ron Sklar, Klazmer/Sklar Homes.
Spring Creek is Boyle’s 820-acre master
planned community at Raleigh LaGrange
and Collierville Arlington roads. The community, with its tailored streets without
sidewalks, gutters or curbs, is just south
of the Spring Creek Ranch golf course and
is within Collierville’s annexation reserve
area.
“We’re a great rural community near
a great golf community,” said Boyle vice
president Gary Thompson. “I don’t think
there’s anything in the Mid-South like
Spring Creek Ranch.”
Boyle was originally hired by the

Meyer family, the owners of Spring Creek
Ranch golf course, to develop Spring Creek
Ranch. Last November, Boyle bought the
remaining 340 lots in the high-end development from the Meyer family for $4.3
million, becoming the owner and developer of the community.
Spring Creek Ranch includes diverse
price points.
The homes inside The Village will sell
for around $385,000 to $425,000. In addition to The Village, Spring Creek Ranch
features The Manor, where homes sell
from the mid-$400,000s to $550,000, and
the Grand Manor, where houses sell from
$600,000 to more than $1 million.
The Spring Creek Ranch community
includes a swim club and walking trails
and is located just minutes from all the
services – public and private – found in
Collierville.
“We have all these facilities in what
feels like a resort,” Thompson said.
The Oak Court Office Building has seen
two recent lease signings.
Sunstar Insurance Group LLC has
signed a new lease for 2,266 square feet at
the four-story East Memphis office build-
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Building Permit Filed
For Volvo of Memphis
Eric Smith
esmith@memphisdailynews.com
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Volvo of Memphis

7910 TRINITY ROAD, MEMPHIS, TN 38018
7910 Trinity Road
Cordova, TN 38018
Permit Cost: $2.3 million
Project Cost: $3.5 million
Permit Date: Applied August 2013
Completion: Summer 2014
Owner: Wenco Properties LLC
Tenant: Volvo of Memphis
Architect: Fleming Associates Architects PC
Contractor: Grinder, Taber & Grinder
Details: The ownership group of Volvo of Memphis has filed a $2.3 million build-

205,260-square-foot building. Pennsyling adjacent to Oak Court Mall.
vania-based Keystone Automotive is
Michael Morgan of CB Richa leading distributor and marketer
ard Ellis Memphis represented
of aftermarket automotive equipSunstar. Bentley Pembroke of
ment and accessories in North
Commercial Advisors/Cushman &
America, and its Memphis location
Wakefield represented the landis one of 19 inventory-stocklord.
ing cross-dock facilities.
And Memphis New LeadBuilding Plastics Inc. also
ers signed a new lease for
renewed its 23,850-square3,117 square feet at Oak Court
Office Building. New Leaders
Amos Maki foot lease at Southwide.
is a national nonprofit that
Inked Founded in Memphis in 1963,
Building Plastics is a wholesale
develops school leaders and
distributor of residential and commercial
leadership policies. New Leaders began
floor covering, specializing in ceramic tile,
working with Memphis City Schools in
counter surfaces and supplies, wood and
2004 to provide leaders for the school
laminate, and carpet and cushion supplies.
district. Morgan represented Memphis
The Memphis-based company’s
New Leaders, and Pembroke represented
wholesale floor covering and decorative
the landlord.
surfacing distribution operations stretch
across 10 states and include 765,000
Bolanos Transportation has acquired
square feet of warehouse facilities.
space at the Southwide service center
Conner Walker and Mark Jenkins of
building. Founded in 2009, Bolanos is
Commercial Advisors/Cushman & Wakeleasing 9,600 square feet at Southwide, on
field represented the landlord.
Lamar Avenue near Democrat Road.
Southwide, owned by CWCapital, has
Send commercial lease announcements
seen a flurry of leasing activity. Keystone
to Amos Maki, who can be reached at 521Automotive Operations Inc. renewed
2464 or amos@memphisdailynews.com.
its lease for 34,470 square feet at the

ing permit for the company’s new
dealership at 7910 Trinity Road in
Cordova.
Wenco Properties LLC filed the
permit application with the citycounty Office of Construction Code
Enforcement for the $3.5 million
Volvo facility to be built on two parcels totaling 5.7 acres.
The property is on the north side of
Trinity Road just west of its intersection with North Germantown
Parkway. The Shelby County Assessor of Property lists the address as
0 Moriarty Road, which is the street
that runs along the parcels’ northern border.
Wenco Properties, whose manager,
Ernest Norcross, also owns Volvo of
Memphis, bought the two parcels in
November for a combined $845,000.
The dealership will be built under
Volvo Cars North America’s new
design standard, called Volvo Next
Face. Volvo of Memphis will vacate
its current location on Covington
Pike and move into the new facility next summer Grinder, Taber &
Grinder Inc. is listed on the permit
as the general contractor, and Fleming Associates Architects PC is the
architect of record.
347 S. Front St.
Memphis, TN 38103
Permit Cost: $1.7 million
Project Cost: $3.2 million
Permit Date: Applied August 2013
Completion: TBA
Owner: Vince Smith
Tenant: Printers Alley
Contractor: N/A
Details: The developers bringing

a $3.2 million loft-style apartment
development called Printer’s Alley
Lofts to 347 S. Front St. Downtown
have filed a permit for the project.
Printer’s Alley LLC president Vince
Smith filed a $1.7 million permit
with the city-county Office of
Construction Code Enforcement
for the 33,449-square-foot building at South Front Street and Talbot
Avenue. Smith and business partner
Robert Mallory are planning a
loft-style apartment and mixed-use
development called Printer’s Alley
Lofts. Printer’s Alley LLC a year ago
bought the 93-year-old property for
$360,000 from Gary M. Dawson and
Norma Dawson..
1290 Lamar Ave.
Memphis, TN 38104
Loan Amount: $1.7 million
Loan Date: July 26, 2013
Maturity Date: N/A
Borrower: Erb Walker-Tennessee
GP
Lender: Magna Bank
Details: The developer of a 16,000square-foot Fred’s Inc. retail store
at 1290 Lamar Ave. in Midtown has
filed a $1.7 million construction
loan for the project.
Erb Walker-Tennessee GP filed the
Tennessee construction deed of
trust and fixture filing, assignment
of rents and security agreement July
26 through Magna Bank. Partners
Jack Erb and John B. Walker signed
the trust deed. Their related entity,
Memphis-Shelby Drive LLC, submitted plans to the Office of Planning and Development for the new
store at Lamar and Cleveland.
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Anderson Embarks on New Chapter
In Storied Education Career
New Stand for Children director realized
early on that the classroom wasn’t the place
for her, but, she said, “I
never lost my interest
in education.”

Anderson
Richard J. Alley
Special to The Memphis News

W

ith the first semester of the newly consolidated Shelby County
Schools in full swing this week,
all eyes are on this mammoth system and
what it might mean, if anything, for education’s progress, efficiency and reform in the
Mid-South.
As the new executive director of Stand
for Children Tennessee, Betty Anderson
will be based in Nashville, yet she said,
“there is a lot more engagement in the
Memphis reform community, there are a

lot of coalitions, business involvement,
there’s a lot of involvement by the Gates
Foundation, the Teacher (Talent) Initiative, things that Stand has been involved in
before me.”
In addition, the Memphis chapter of
the organization is currently without a
director and is actively looking to replace
Kenya Bradshaw who left recently for a
position in Texas.
Stand for Children Tennessee is part of
a national network that advocates for students by affecting policy and legislation,
increasing funding, improving schools and
working toward solutions to the challenges
affecting education today.
Anderson’s background is in education,
having majored in it at Middle Tennessee
State University in Murfreesboro, close to
her hometown of Fayetteville, Tenn. She
realized early on that the classroom wasn’t
the place for her, but, she said, “I never lost
my interest in education.”
She moved into championing the
causes of educators and the needs of stu-

dents alike by taking a job with the Tennessee Education Association as editor of its
monthly magazine, “Tennessee Teacher.”
Anderson moved from that position to
the TEA’s lobbying political action team,
where she spent seven years as chief lobbyist and political action organizer across
the state. In working closely within the TEA
for 10 years, she was also deeply involved
with the Memphis Education Association.
When Ned McWherter was elected
governor in 1987, Anderson said she “had
the good fortune of being named his
legislative liaison. He was the first governor
to appoint a woman to that position. Of
course I was thrilled and found the job I
really loved.” As such, she was responsible
for training and organizing the 45 departmental lobbyists.
Anderson later attended the Nashville
School of Law at night, passed the Tennessee bar, and was asked by Memphisbased law firm Baker, Donelson, Bearman,
Caldwell & Berkowitz PC to head up its
Public Policy Group, where she represented the Tennessee Charter Schools Association and other nonprofit organizations.
“I stayed with them almost 11 years
and in September of 2011, I stepped out
of Baker Donelson and decided, after all
these years, to go at an easier pace and
primarily work with clients as a consultant
and strategist on legislative activity and
state government overall,” she said.
She continued to work with the charter
schools organization as well as Microsoft
and the health care industry in Memphis.

Of this ample experience and its role
in Stand for Children, she said, “I couldn’t
have been better prepared for this offer because in everything I’ve done, my interest
has always been education and kids.”
The divorced mother of son Chris
Anderson, an attorney with the Nashville office of Littler Mendelson, and two
granddaughters in the city’s public school
system, Anderson was looking forward to
retirement, that easier pace, when she was
recruited to head Stand for Children.
“I’m excited about this change,” she
said.
And she’s looking forward to the challenge of the organization’s broader mission
of furthering educational reform in the
state as well as current issues such as protection of the Common Core curriculum, a
set of state educational standards mandated by the federal government.
Anderson plans to spend plenty of time
in Memphis working toward the organization’s goals but is impressed already with
what she’s seen here.
“I think probably the involvement of
education reform advocates like Stand
and others, and even local groups that are
intricate to those communities such as the
Chamber of Commerce and Leadership
Memphis, you’ve got a lot of those involved … there seems to be a community
interest that exists in Memphis that I find
very energizing,” she said. “There’s hardly
anybody I talk to in Memphis who is not
on board with improving the education
system and the lives of kids in Memphis.”

N o n pr o f i t S e c t o r

RISE Foundation Goal Card Changing Lives
Andy Meek
ameek@memphisdailynews.com

Editor’s Note: Part of a series about the
“Our Children. Our Success.” campaign.

T

he RISE Foundation is a nonprofit
that’s trying to change young lives
incrementally, with a mix of incentives and mentorship, in a program that’s
focused for the moment on the 38126 ZIP
code but which may grow beyond that
soon.
The foundation’s Goal Card program
targets students in fifth grade through
high school, helping them reach academic and personal goals. It does so by incentivizing them around grades, conduct and
school attendance through an accumulation of points, which can be redeemed for
items they might not otherwise be able to
afford.
Students earn points for reaching their
goals that are redeemable for rewards
every nine-week grading period, or they

can bank those points for bigger rewards
later. And it’s getting results.
Participants in the 2011-2012 academic year saw a 30 percent overall improvement in their GPAs.
The Goal Card is a key piece of the
work of RISE, which is a partner along
with several groups in the “Our Children. Our Success.” community campaign. That campaign, which also is
being supported by The Daily News and
other groups like Literacy Mid-South,
is an attempt to harness a communitywide effort toward investment in the
lives, education and well-being of area
children.
“Goal Card is an incentive-based
program that RISE developed to encourage young people to take advantage of
educational opportunities,” said RISE
president and CEO Linda Williams. “And
we’ve integrated financial literacy into the

work we’re doing with that. The points
can be redeemed just like money for neat
things they want – it could be electronics,
MP3 players, anything.
“My staff also goes on site into the
schools to do lunch-and-learn sessions
around financial literacy and encouraging them to do the very best they can
in schools. The best way to help people
make better choices is to help them set
goals. So we start with them young on the
importance of this.”
The program is currently in place at
Bellevue Jr. High School, Booker T. Washington High School, Cummings Elementary School, LaRose Elementary School
and Vance Middle School. International
Paper, whose employees show up at the
schools, also supports it and present realworld examples of successful adults the
children can look up to.
“This whole concept of ‘it takes a

An occAsionAl look At the locAl effort

Our Children.
Our Success.
village to raise a child’ – it really does,”
Williams said. “International Paper has
employees who come out on report card
day, and that’s that caring adult who is involved who actually sits down with these
young people, goes over the report card
and gives them kudos and points when
they’ve done well in an area. But also they
focus in on those areas where they can
improve and help them set goals for the
next period.
“If you look at all the research, the one
key thing that really makes a difference in
a child’s life is the involvement of a caring
adult.”
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Sales Tax Hike Goes to City Voters
Bill Dries
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

F

or months, political forces
have been gathering to
make the case for a half
percent hike in the city sales tax
rate that would fund a city administered pre-kindergarten program.
But when the Memphis City
Council approved on third and
final reading Tuesday, Aug. 6, of
the ordinance to put it on the
ballot for city voters in October,
the debate revealed a significant
difference of opinion.
And that difference of opinion
operates on several levels, each
of which are significant factors in
what is the most vulnerable political question to put on a ballot – a
tax hike proposal.
The campaign for the sales
tax hike ballot question will have
financial support, according to
council cosponsor Shea Flinn.
He was asked about the support
Tuesday in council committee
sessions and declined to say who
contributed saying they wish to
remain anonymous.
And the building of political
backing for the ballot question
was one of the differences of
opinion.
Council member Wanda Halbert questioned why she wasn’t
included in meetings and said
those backing the measure called
other council members but not
her.
“Whatever this is about, somebody’s already been in a room
discussing it,” she said in committee sessions. “This would open
the door for my constituents to
vote for something we don’t know
anything about.”
“You do have to meet with
some experts,” said council
member Jim Strickland, the other
cosponsor. “We introduced this in
January. I didn’t get your questions
until today. If you don’t support
this referendum, Memphis will
never get pre-K.”
Flinn said the goal is access
to pre-kindergarten in Memphis
for an estimated 5,100 4-year-olds
who don’t currently have access.
“Find me someone who can
afford to send their kid to private
pre-K who doesn’t,” he said before
adding “I’ll see y’all on the campaign trail.”
The same kind of campaign
was built around the countywide
tax hike on the ballot in Memphis
and the unincorporated county
in November 2012. But voters
rejected the tax hike and critics
of the measure said its promises
were not specific enough and
were not a real commitment to
use the money for pre-kindergarten. The critics include Flinn and
Strickland.

“That was not a failure for
pre-K,” Strickland countered,
pointing out that the sales tax
hike revenue would have gone to
the countywide school system,
which couldn’t commit to a
specific use.
“This is an absolute commitment to pre-K,” Strickland said of
the current proposal in which the
revenue goes into a pre-K trust
fund administered by a board appointed by the Memphis mayor
and confirmed by the council.
The still-tentative special
election referendum date in
October is to prevent the Shelby
County Commission from preempting the sales tax referendum
by calling its own referendum on
a countywide sales tax hike in
November. The commission cannot exercise the option in state
law within a year of a previous
sales tax referendum. And voters

defeated the county’s sales tax
hike ballot question in November.
The council also approved
a companion resolution Tuesday that establishes the pre-K
board to administer a trust fund
estimated at $30 million annually to provide pre-kindergarten
services in the city of Memphis
only, under contract with an
agency. The board would choose
a provider through a request for
proposals.
The $30 million estimate is
up from the original $23 million estimate when Flinn and
Strickland first floated the idea.
The increase is from future losses
in state and federal funding to
pre-kindergarten programs.
They still estimate the half
percent sales tax hike in the city
would generate $47 million in
revenue annually.

Collins

Strickland

Any revenue from the sales
tax hike over what is necessary
to provide pre-kindergarten
services in the city would go, by
terms of the resolution, to reducing the city property tax rate.
Council member Harold Collins, however, thought any excess
revenue should be able to be
used for social services programs
to deal with the larger problems
of poverty.

Collins said the problem is
larger than a pre-kindergarten
expansion funded from a sales
tax hike that the poor pay.
“It makes no sense for us to
invest in 4-year-olds,” Collins
said. “I would hate for us to act
like we are doing something
good.”
“I couldn’t disagree more,”
Strickland replied. “We are doing
something good.”

n o n pr o f i t s e c t o r

Pennington Chosen to Lead
Boys & Girls Clubs of Memphis
Michael Waddell
mwaddell@memphisdailynews.com

J

ust in time for the start of the new
school year, The Boys & Girls Clubs
of Greater Memphis has announced
a change in executive leadership, as chief
financial officer Larry Pennington has been
chosen as acting CEO on an interim basis.
He replaces Vincent Borello, who resigned
as president and CEO to pursue other opportunities.
“Most importantly, there will be no
change in how we serve the kids at the
clubs. That is our top priority,” said Pennington, who joined the organization 3.5
years ago as the interim CFO.
“My agenda is to make sure the community understands that although we’ve
had a loss in leadership that there is a
management team in place that’s going to
continue to lead in the same manner as in
years past.”
The clubs serve more than 4,000 members across the city at six locations and offer
mentoring, tutoring, and computer labs, as
well as a technical training center, which
boasts a 100 percent job placement rate.
“The Boys & Girls Clubs are vitally
important to our community. As you know,
education is the key to the health of any
city,” Pennington said. “We are all about after-school programming, with education in
the core areas. Our goal is to graduate kids
and help make them productive citizens.”
More than 1,000 teens have been gain-

fully employed through the clubs’ Job Ready
Program over the past three years.
One of the first items on Pennington’s
agenda will be the expansion of The Boys &
Girls Clubs’ newest location in Oakhaven on
Tchulahoma Road, which had a soft opening last December.
The expansion is part of $18.7 million in
capital improvements planned over three
phases.
“We are operating right now in temporary facilities that were part of a property we
purchased in 2012. It is part of our capital
campaign to expand and enlarge the facilities to better meet the needs of the community,” Pennington said. “Right now we are
serving about 100 members, and it is all that
the club can hold.”
The $7.5 million Phase I will include
the Oakhaven clubhouse construction,
new spray-ground water parks at two
branches, new outdoor picnic pavilions at
two branches, a KaBoom playground at the
Samelson branch, and “Fun Haven” at the
Bernal E. Smith Sr. branch that will include
an outdoor picnic pavilion, a spray-ground
water park and outdoor basketball courts.
Future phases are planned to include a
new partnership site in Frayser, Northaven,
Sheffield or Raleigh, along with the renovation of the Whitehaven clubhouse and
construction of a new gymnasium.
“Right now, we are only limited by our

resources, both staff and financial,” he said.
“We couldn’t do what we do without the
help of volunteers who help us on a daily
basis. Some teachers come in to volunteer
and mentor to help the kids with their
struggles or help them in areas that they
excel so they can excel even more.”
The Boys & Girls Clubs just wrapped up
its third major fundraising event of the year
this past weekend, with its annual Boys &
Girls Club Tennis Invitational at The Racquet Club of Memphis.
The clubs’ final major fundraiser this
year, the Toy Bash, will take place Dec. 7 at
Minglewood Hall.
Pennington is inspired by the activity he
sees at the clubs.
“You spend one day there, and you see
the change over time that occurs in the kids’
lives and the interaction they have with
the staff. You see kids who might not have
graduated that graduate. You see staff that
knows they are making a difference in the
community,” he said.
The Boys & Girls Clubs are open
Monday through Friday from 2 p.m. to 8
p.m. to children ages 6 to 18. Club hours
are designed to fit the new unified school
system’s dismissal times in response to parent concerns about programs that would
not start by the time their children get out
of school. Memberships cost $10 a year, but
no child is ever turned away.
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Funding Cut
Has MATA At
Crossroads

Salomon Helps Clients
Navigate Estate Planning

Bill Dries
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

T

he city’s bus system isn’t out of
the woods yet. The Memphis
Area Transit Authority’s long
drive through a wilderness of record
ridership for the trolley system, years
of operating funding cuts, withering
criticism and millions of dollars in
capital funding showed signs this week
of continuing for some time.
But the same week that the transit
authority got $469,040 in city funding
restored by the Memphis City Council,
it lost $430,000 in funding from the
state of Tennessee. And as the transit
authority board approved some service
changes that restored some of the
service that was to be cut, one board
member suggested exploring filing for
bankruptcy reorganization. The service
changes take effect Sept. 22.
“We had two or three major automobile companies that have gone into
chapter 11. Every airline of any major
consequence has been in chapter 11.
We’ve seen cities and counties that are
going into reorganization,” said board
member John Vergos. “I don’t see why
we cannot consider the possibilities. It
may not work.”
The new developments in the
transit authority’s funding dilemma
came Wednesday, Aug. 7, at the end of
a three-hour board meeting. The board
heard from dozens of people who
applauded some of the restorations
of planned service cuts but also leveled withering criticism at the transit
authority for other changes and the
general state of the bus system.
“If people cannot get to work,”
Shirley Jones said, “how the hell do you
expect the unemployment rate to go
down in this city?”
More than 80 percent of those who
ride the bus system have no car to get
to work or anywhere else. But the system is such a patchwork of old routes
with changes added onto them that the
most common complaint voiced at the
board meeting was of having to get to
a bus stop two hours before the start of
a work shift to get to work on time and
hope the bus didn’t come early.
“People who don’t have autos
should still feel like they are civilized
people,” Darrell Watson said as he
complained of buses without air conditioning, long walks to bus stops and
arriving at work or home drenched in
sweat from the summer heat. “Truly
you don’t have any idea what it is like to
ride these buses.”
“It is horrible,” Raquel Martinez
said of the general state of bus service.
The criticism was so intense that
transit authority president and general
manager William Hudson, who normally doesn’t react to it, said he has
been struggling with less funding out of
City Hall for the bus system for years.

Richard J. Alley
Special to The Memphis Daily News

F

or Jason Salomon, an attorney
with the trusts estate and personal planning service team
of Wyatt, Tarrant & Combs LLP, the
kinetic needs of his clients and the
challenges turned into opportunities
keep him involved and excited on a
daily basis.
“I enjoy that,” he said. “I like the
interaction. It changes every day;
no set of circumstances are ever the
same and you’re closer to the client.”
The White Station High School
graduate completed his undergraduate degree in engineering at Georgia
Tech and worked in the Nashville
office of EnSafe Inc. as an engineer
for a year after graduation. His plans
all along involved going back to law
school to become an environmental
attorney. He did attend the University of Memphis Cecil C. Humphreys
School of Law, but, he said, “things
change and I got into more of a general practice.”
While in law school, he had
taken a great interest in his probate,
and trust and estates classes. Upon
Salomon
graduating in 2000, his first job was
with Gregory & Gregory, where he
was able to do a good bit of probate
work that led into estate planning.
From there, he worked with his own
practice for a while, an experience that
“was more of a roller coaster,” he said.
“Some months are great and some months
are horrible; there’s not a whole lot of
consistency.”
For a more even keel, he joined Williams, McDaniel, Wolfe & Womack PC,
(Estate planning) is still
which merged with Wyatt Tarrant in
a real viable area of the
September.
law.”
“If you think about it, in the last four to
five years, I’ve gone from being in an office
–Jason Salomon
of one to an office of 60 in a law firm of
200 attorneys,” he said. “It’s still the same
son,” he said. “Under this one roof, I can
practice, but it’s just a different setting and
walk into anybody’s door and ask them
a different way of doing things.”
questions about bankruptcy, any kind of
With the larger firm and more attortransaction, business law; the estate planneys, the resources have grown as well,
ning and the probate is just a part of what
and there is advantage there for both Salothey do here.”
mon and the clients. “There’s no compari-

“

Tracing its history back to 1812,
Wyatt Tarrant is one of the oldest
and largest firms in the Southeast,
with more than 200 attorneys in six
offices throughout four states.
As the firm evolves, so does
Salomon’s area of law, whether
because of current legal and economic trends or the political landscape. Salomon’s days are full of
keeping up to the minute with such
changes and seeing that his clients’
needs are met with regard to such
changes. He receives daily e-mails
as to what is new in his field.
“It used to be that a lot of
the estate planning was geared
towards tax planning, inheritance
and estate planning, and that was
what led the charge, if you will,”
Salomon said. “Nowadays, with the
federal exemption being higher
and the Tennessee inheritance tax
is slowly going away, you don’t see
as much focus on the inheritance
tax or the death taxes. You see a
lot of focus on family planning, a
lot of focus on asset protection for
bankruptcies, judgments, divorces
– kind of holding the money and
protecting it as long as possible. So
I think you see a shift in the focus, perhaps,
but it’s still a real viable area of the law.”
It’s an area of the law that keeps Salomon in constant contact with his clients.
He enjoys meeting with young couples in
the first stages of their careers and family
who may need advice as they start out.
“Keep it simple,” he tells them. “All they
need is a basic estate plan; they don’t need
a complex plan. … It’s important to have a
basic will, have powers of attorney, health
care powers.”
Salomon is married to Kayla, a social
worker with Shelby County Schools, and
has three children: Aaron, 14; Batya, 12;
and Ahava, 9. He volunteers with organizations such as Community Foundation
of Greater Memphis, the Boy Scouts of
America and Temple Israel, and provides
pro bono work through Memphis Area
Legal Services.

U of M Counsel Sheri Lipman Nominated for Federal Bench
Sheri Lipman, University of
Memphis general counsel and
chief of staff to interim university president Brad Martin, has
been appointed by President
Barack Obama as the newest federal court judge for the
Western District of Tennessee.
Obama announced Aug. 1

he was sending Lipman’s nomination to the U.S. Senate for
confirmation. Lipman would
replace Jon P. McCalla, who is
taking senior status effective
this month. She was one of
three contenders recommended to the White House by U.S.
Rep. Steve Cohen.

Lipman, who clerked for
federal appeals court judge Julia Gibbons when Gibbons was
a U.S. District Court judge,
earned her undergraduate
degree from the University of
Michigan. She earned her law
degree from New York University School of Law. Lipman

was also an attorney at Wyatt,
Tarrant & Combs LLP as well
as Burch, Porter and Johnson
PLLC. She was vice president
of comprehensive services at
the Memphis Race Relations
and Diversity Institute before
beginning her 14 years of service at the U of M.
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FBI Promotes McCall
To Special Agent in Charge
Kate Simone
ksimone@memphisdailynews.com

A. Todd McCall has been named special agent
in charge of the FBI’s Memphis division, one of the
bureau’s 56 field offices nationwide. McCall, who
most recently served as chief of the digital forensics
and analysis section in the Operational Technology
Division, is now responsible for the management
and oversight of more than 200 personnel and all
investigative matters under the FBI’s jurisdiction
spanning from Memphis to Cookeville, Tenn.
Education and work experience: I
have a Bachelor of Arts in mass communications from the University of
Central Arkansas and attended Arkansas State University for graduate
level studies in mass communications. I worked in television and radio
news for most of the 1980s before
becoming an investigator and press
secretary in the Arkansas Attorney
General’s office. I entered on duty
with the FBI in 1990 and worked in
Dallas, the FBI lab, Jackson, Tenn.,
and now Memphis.
Family: Married with two adult children.
Favorite quote: “All great change in
America begins at the dinner table.”
– President Ronald Reagan (My wife
and I work diligently to ensure we
have family dinners as much as possible.)
Favorite movie: “Caddyshack”
(When I relax I like to laugh and not
compare the movie to what I do in
real life.)

Julie Skolnicki has joined EdR as senior vice president of university partnerships. Skolnicki has more than 15
years of higher education experience,
resulting in more than $2 billion in development. She most recently serve as
vice president of Brailsford & Dunlavey.

Waite

Shaw

Dr. Aaron N. Waite
has joined UT Medical
Group Inc. as director of cataract, cornea
and refractive surgery.
Waite cares for patients at the group’s offices at the Hamilton
Eye Institute and in
Germantown.
Robert Shaw, chief
executive officer of
Paragon National
Bank, has been elected chairman of the
Woodland Presbyterian School board

Activities you enjoy
outside of work: Oddly
enough, mowing my grass.
I have a pretty nice looking yard. Beyond that,
anything I can do to spend
time with my wife and
MCCALL
kids, like golf with my son
or watching a movie with
my wife and daughter. We
expand the atmosphere of cooperahave a blast playing video sports
tion among law enforcement agengames. We’re all a bit competitive.
cies across the spectrum in Tennessee. The cooperative spirit between
What led you to pursue a career
agencies here is exceptional and we
with the FBI? My kids, specifically
are all stronger when we work tomy daughter, were a pivotal factor
gether. Finally, I want to promote a
in pursuing the FBI. When she was
positive work environment for those
born, I wanted to be more involved in
with whom I have the privilege of
protecting her, so I sought a career
working.
with the FBI. When my son was born,
my intensity for the job increased.
If you could give one piece of advice to young people, what would
What are your goals in your new
it be? Hmmm, that’s an interesting
position? I want to ensure the
one. If it is just one, then I would say:
taxpayer is getting the best return
Believe in yourself. If you don’t, how
on investment in the FBI possible,
can you expect others to believe in
through targeted and focused inyou? If you believe in yourself, you
vestigations. I want to continue and
can accomplish great things.

of directors. For the past three years,
Shaw has served on Woodland’s executive committee as vice chairman of the
board.
Eden G. Stanton has been promoted
to vice president at Mercer Capital.
She joined the company in 2003 and
is a senior member of the firm’s financial institutions group. Alex M. Barry
and Whitney L. Faust have been promoted to senior financial analysts.
Barry is a member of the firm’s corporate valuation group, and Faust is
a member of the financial reporting
valuation group. Both joined the firm
in 2010.

Champlin

Sheila T. Champlin
has been named assistant vice chancellor for
the communications
and marketing department at The University
of Tennessee Health
Science Center. She

has served as director of the department since 2006.
Cindy Holland has joined ANF Architects as accounting manager. Holland
most recently worked at Strategic Financial Solutions LLC as accounting
manager.
Memphis Goodwill Inc. has added
three members to its board of directors: Toni M. Ross, dean of professional
studies at Christian Brothers University; Scott Hauss, senior managing director, commercial banking, at Metropolitan Bank; and Ethele S. Hilliard, a
principal of Hilliard & Associates.
Sandra Crews has joined Churchill
Mortgage’s Memphis branch as a loan
originator. Crews has more than 20
years of experience in the real estate
industry.

Seek Holy Grail
Of Sales World:
Inbound Leads
Editor’s note: first in a two-part series
Inbound leads are deemed by many as
the Holy Grail of the sales world. These prospects likely have an immediate need for what
you’re selling, which is why they typed the
keywords into Google or read the blog post
that ultimately led them to you.
It stands to reason that not all inbound
leads are good leads;
that’s why a wellthought-out qualification process is necessary. Once qualified,
inbound leads tend to
close more easily and
quickly than their
outbound counLori turnerterparts, which is
wilson
why they should
guerrilla sales
be coveted.
and marketing
Within some
organizations, however, these inbound leads
may be perceived by the sales team as low
quality. While accurate qualification requires
sales team contact, inbound prospects can
be scored based on their alignment with your
ideal customer profile. This allows the sales
team to focus on the hottest leads, versus
all leads, reducing frustrations about lead
quality. In addition, the sales approach that
most reps have been well trained to use with
outbound prospects can be off-putting with
inbound leads, creating undesirable results.
Inbound leads behave differently, and
these differences stem from their stage in the
prospect lifecycle. Some lead sources, such
as website visitors that download special
content, are likely not far enough along in the
lifecycle to warrant direct promotion of your
services upon initial contact. As a CPA firm,
for example, you might call and state that you
noticed the prospect downloaded the firm’s
white paper on small-business tax changes.
Explain you’re calling to learn more about
their concerns, as there may be additional
information you can send to further assist.
Be armed with an immediate tip or content
resource you can offer.
Rather than an overt promotion of your
services, you’re building early rapport and
credibility by simply offering to lend an
unexpected hand in an effort to continue
the conversation. You’re leading with the
buyer’s needs versus your pitch. Establishing
customized sales protocols for each inbound
lead source within your firm, and training
your sales team on how to deliver to each of
these groups will result in more closed leads.
Start today by identifying all sources of
inbound leads. Consider a range of sources
such as new opt-ins to your newsletter, email
recipients that click links in your emails
about specific topics or products, or web
inquiries for additional information. Next,
develop your sales protocols by lead source,
and score your various leads. Finally, establish check-and-balance systems to monitor
what’s expected and offer additional sales
coaching where helpful. Check back next
week for part two in this series.
Turner-Wilson is CEO/founder of RedRover
Sales & Marketing, www.redrovercompany.
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AG to Review Nineteenth Century Case
Amos Maki
amos@memphisdailynews.com

T

he state attorney general has
reopened a review of the sale of the
Nineteenth Century Club property
on Union Avenue just as efforts by current
and former club members to challenge
the sale face a critical Monday fundraising
deadline.
Attorney General Robert E. Cooper
Jr. said in an Aug. 7 letter sent to Charles
Cottam that his office was reopening the
review following questions raised about
the validity of the sale in a Shelby County
Chancery Court lawsuit.

“In light of this litigation and the allegations raised therein, the Office has determined that it should reopen its review of
the matters referenced in our two previous
letters and monitor the court proceedings,” Cooper said.
Meanwhile, Chancellor Walter Evans
said Thursday that the plaintiffs in the
lawsuit have until the close of business
Monday to come up with a $50,000 bond,
which is designed to protect the owners of
the property, Union Group LLC, from suffering any losses while the case is ongoing.

Last week, Evans issued a temporary
restraining order prohibiting the Union
Group from doing any work on the
property after two current and two former
members of the club filed suit over the sale
saying it did not meet the organization’s
bylaws or follow state law.
That injunction could be lifted Monday, Aug. 12, if the plaintiffs don’t raise the
$50,000.
The current and former members
allege the club’s rules required all club
members – not just the organization’s

... and take your place in history
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Thank you for joining and renewing!

leadership – to vote on the sale and that
the Tennessee Nonprofit Corporation Act
requires nonprofits disposing of major assets to get approval from Cooper’s office.
Documents provided by Shelby County
Commissioner Steve Mulroy, one of the
attorneys working on the case for the
plaintiffs, show that only the club’s executive committee voted to approve the sale,
not the entire membership.
“The state law makes absolutely clear
that the sale had to be approved by a vote
of the full membership, therefore the sale
is void,” said Mulroy during a mid-day
press conference Thursday at the property.
“We need to go back to square one. We
need to give the members the chance to
decide who they want to sell it to and we’re
hopeful, if given that opportunity, they’ll
say, ‘Sell it to somebody who wants to
preserve it not demolish it.’”
The Union Group acquired the property for $550,000 in January after winning a
competitive bidding process, beating out a
group that offered $350,000 and wanted to
turn the property into a women’s business
center.
Mulroy said that group and a Nashvillebased buyer were still interested in acquiring the property.
The Nineteenth Century Club decided
to donate the sale proceeds to the Children’s Museum of Memphis. CMOM has
used $50,000 to fund new exhibits.
Mulroy said the club retained $15,000
and CMOM is keeping the remaining
$435,000 in a segregated account.
Mulroy and state Rep. Joe Town, DMemphis, called on Cooper to not approve
the dissolution of the club and that he
order the funds from the sale be frozen
pending the resolution of the review and
litigation.
“It may not have been done in compliance with state law,” Towns said. “What we
want to do is make sure it was done properly before this building is demolished.”
The legal and political maneuvering
over the future of the property kicked in to
high gear this week.
State Sen. Jim Kyle, D-Memphis, asked
officials with the Tennessee Historical
Commission, which can offer incentives
to encourage the rehabilitation of the
building but has no authority to stop the
demolition, to assist with local efforts to
save the building.
A plan by some members of the Memphis City Council to declare a four-month
moratorium on all demolitions of Memphis properties on the National Register of
Historic Places – including the Nineteenth
Century Club – was put off after questions
surfaced over the legality of the moratorium.
(More on that development by the
Memphis City Council can be found on
Page 13.)
The regal but decaying property on
Union was built in 1907 by Rowland Jones,
a Memphis lumber king.
In 1926, the 15,813-square-foot house
was acquired by the Nineteenth Century
Club, a philanthropic women’s organization.
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»

happenings
Graceland will host the Elvis Week candlelight
vigil Thursday, Aug. 15, at 8:30 p.m. at the gates of
Graceland, 3717 Elvis Presley Blvd. Admission is free.
Visit elvis.com/elvisweek for more information. More
Elvis Week events are listed below.

» Community
Eyewear Gallery will host free back-to-school
vision screenings Friday, Aug. 9, from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. at the store, 428 Perkins Road Extended.
Space is limited. R.S.V.P. at 763-2020.
The Daily News and In-Synk will host a
Leadership Lunch & Learn about Liz Wiseman’s
book “Multipliers: How the Best Leaders Make
Everyone Smarter” Friday, Aug. 9, from 11:45
a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Triumph Bank board room,
5699 Poplar Ave. Cost is $20. Visit seminars.
memphisdailynews.com.
The Orpheum Theatre summer movie series
will feature “Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s
Stone” Friday, Aug. 9, at 7 p.m. at the theater,
203 S. Main St. Tickets are $7. Visit orpheummemphis.com.
The Access to Justice Committee will host
a free Saturday legal clinic Saturday, Aug. 10,
from 10 a.m. to noon at the Benjamin L. Hooks
Central Library, 3030 Poplar Ave. Volunteer
attorneys provide free legal assistance to those
in need on a first-come, first-served basis. Visit
memphisbar.org.
BlackGirlsCODE will host a mobile-app
development workshop for girls ages 10 to 12
Saturday, Aug. 10, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Benjamin L. Hooks Central Library, 3030 Poplar
Ave. The event will also feature tech chats with
women mobile developers. Cost is $35. Visit
blackgirlscode.com.
The Democratic Women of Shelby County
will meet Saturday, Aug. 10, at noon at Piccadilly
Cafeteria, 5272 Mt. Moriah View. Nancy Crawford of the Better Business Bureau will present
information on scams and ways to prevent
identity theft. Email veebanks8@yahoo.com.
Spirit of Service Counseling and Ervin
Hypnosis Center will host a demonstration
of treating trauma using EDMR techniques and
hypnosis Saturday, Aug. 10, from 2 p.m. to 5
p.m. at the center, 2865 Summer Oaks Drive,
suite 100. Cost is $5; reservations are required.
Visit ervinhypnosiscenter.com or call 489-5481.

infants continued from P10

cline to better management of high-risk
babies and their mothers.
“Though sometimes we just don’t
know why a baby arrives very prematurely,” he acknowledged.
Tammie Ritchey, executive director of The MED Foundation, said the
foundation also has made significant
investments in specialized equipment
and programs that also help target infant
mortality. That foundation’s investments
range from funding support groups that
help high-risk teenage mothers to providing specialized training for nurses and
physicians.
And while the plan is still in its infancy, even bigger plans to improve fetal and
maternal health care in Shelby County
are in the works.
In late July, the UTHSC announced
plans to partner with The MED and Le
Bonheur to build and operate a $200 million women and infants hospital next to

Shelby Farms Park Conservancy will host
Park + Pajamas at Shelby Farms Park, an annual
family sleepover with a nature hike, stargazing,
and breakfast with the buffalo, Friday, Aug. 10,
at 7 p.m. to Saturday, Aug. 11, at 9:30 a.m. Cost
is $45 for members and $55 for nonmembers,
and includes one adult, one child and breakfast.
Space is limited. Visit shelbyfarmspark.org.
The Indie Memphis Concert Film Series at
the Levitt Shell will feature The Rolling Stones’
“Rock & Roll Circus” and “Some Girls Live in
Texas ’78” Saturday, Aug. 10, at dusk at the
shell, 1928 Poplar Ave. in Overton Park. Cost is
free. Visit indiememphis.com.
Backbeat Tours will host its Hound Dog Tour:
A Musical City Tour Celebrating Elvis on Sunday,
Aug. 11, at 2:30 p.m. starting at the Backbeat
window outside Blues City Cafe, 140 Beale St.
The 90-minute sightseeing tour includes Elvis
hits performed live on the bus. For ticket prices,
visit backbeattours.com.
Methodist South Hospital will host a stroke
support group meeting for survivors and
caregivers Monday, Aug. 12, in meeting room
B of the hospital, 1300 Wesley Drive. Methodist South chaplain Jonathan Lewis will present
“Healing for the Spirit.” Visit methodisthealth.
org or call 516-3726.
Graceland will present “Salute to Memphis Music,” an Elvis Week concert featuring Memphis
Jones and Brad Birkedahl, Monday, Aug. 12, at 7
p.m. on the Elvis Week main stage at Graceland,
3717 Elvis Presley Blvd. Tickets are $20. Visit
elvis.com/elvisweek for more information.
Business Over Coffee International will
continue its Weave Your Own Web social media
training series on Tuesday, Aug. 13, from 9 a.m.
to 11 a.m. at the group’s headquarters, 5865
Ridgeway Road, suite 300. Cost is free for
members and first-time guests, and $10 for
returning guests. Visit businessovercoffee.biz or
call 820-4469.
The Greater Memphis Chamber will host a
Lunch in the Know titled “What Every Business

Le Bonheur Children’s Hospital.
“The Women and Infant’s Pavilion
will be a pathway for infants that need
high-quality medical care,” said Dr. Ken
Brown, executive vice chancellor and
chief operations officer for the UTHSC.
“From this new facility, we will be able to
channel patients with serious conditions
to one of the best children's hospitals in
the country.”
Brown said the work of world-class
physicians such as Mari and Dhanireddy
will be followed in the continuum of care
by other UTHSC faculty physicians at
Le Bonheur – including Drs. Christoher
Knott-Craig, pediatrician-in-chief, Jon
McCullers and others.
Mari said he’s thrilled about the plans
to build a new center, but says the region
still has a long way to go toward improving overall maternal and fetal health.
“Things were so bad, it was not all
that difficult to lower the (infant mortality) rate,” he said. “These are still far from
optimal conditions.”

Needs to Know About Marketing in Today’s
Economy” Tuesday, Aug. 13, from 11:30 a.m. to
1 p.m. at medical plaza B of Baptist Memorial
Hospital-Memphis, 6027 Walnut Grove Road.
The guest speaker is Lori Turner-Wilson of
RedRover Sales & Marketing. Cost is free for
chamber members. R.S.V.P. at memphischamber.com or call 543-3571.

Berkowitz PC will host a labor and employment law breakfast briefing Thursday, Aug. 15,
from 8:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. at the firm, 165
Madison Ave., suite 2000. The topic is “ADA,
FMLA and Workers’ Comp: Navigating the Bermuda Triangle and Coming Out Alive.” Breakfast
and networking begin at 8 a.m. Cost is free.
R.S.V.P. to rsvp@bakerdonelson.com.

The National Association of Women Business Owners Memphis chapter will host a
speed networking luncheon Tuesday, Aug. 13,
from noon to 1 p.m. at Chickasaw Country Club,
3395 Galloway Ave. Registration begins at 11:30
a.m. Cost is advance is $25 for members and
$30 for nonmembers; cost at the door is $35.
Visit nawbomemphis.org.

Lipscomb Pitts Breakfast Club will hold a
female business leader lunch Thursday, Aug.
15, from noon to 1:30 p.m. at Napa Cafe, 5101
Sanderlin Ave., suite 122. Female business leaders and up-and-coming leaders discuss various
topics, including ways to cultivate programs for
women in business. Lunch is Dutch treat. Email
rsvp.lpbc@lpinsurance.com.

Memphis Rotary Club will meet Tuesday, Aug.
13, at noon at the University Club of Memphis,
1346 Central Ave. Athena Turner, executive
director of Teach for America Memphis, will
speak. Cost for nonmembers is $18. R.S.V.P. to
Taylor Hughes at taylor@memphisrotary.org.

Memphis Light, Gas & Water Division will
hold a board meeting Thursday, Aug. 15, at 1:30
p.m. in the MLGW board room, 220 S. Main St.
Visit mlgw.com.

» THE ARTS

Stax Museum of American Soul Music
will host an “Elvis at Stax” listening party, in
conjunction with the release of the CD box set,
Tuesday, Aug. 13, from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. at the
museum, 926 E. McLemore Ave. Admission is
free. Visit elvis.com/elvisweek for more information.

The Buckman Arts Center at St. Mary’s
School will host an opening reception for
“Thought=Art,” featuring works by Tara Browning, Michael Gravois and Billy Moore, Friday,
Aug. 9, from 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. in the Levy
Gallery, 60 Perkins Road Extended. The exhibit
runs through Sept. 13. Visit buckmanartscenter.
com.

Graceland will host a “Viva Las Vegas” screening and dance party Tuesday, Aug. 13, from 7
p.m. to 11 p.m. at the Elvis Week main stage
at Graceland, 3717 Elvis Presley Blvd. Tickets
are $30. Visit elvis.com/elvisweek for more
information.

The Booksellers at Laurelwood will host
Mark Edgar Stuart as part of its Summer Bistro
Music Series Saturday, Aug. 10, from 6 p.m. to
8 p.m. at the bookstore, 387 Perkins Road Extended. Visit thebooksellersatlaurelwood.com.

Duncan-Williams Inc. will present “Navigating Social Security: Do you understand your
benefits?” Tuesday, Aug. 13, from 5:30 p.m. to 7
p.m. at Duncan-Williams, 6750 Poplar Ave., suite
400. Attendees will learn how Social Security
can play an important role in retirement income
planning. Cost is free. R.S.V.P. to greg.davis@
duncanwilliams.com or alex.dann@duncanwilliams.com.
The Project Management Institute Memphis chapter will meet Wednesday, Aug. 14,
from 5:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. at DoubleTree
Hotel, 5069 Sanderlin Ave. Randy Richardson,
executive director of the Memphis-Shelby
County Port Commission, will discuss the
Memphis multimodal expansion project. Cost
is $15 for members and $20 for nonmembers.
Register at pmimemphis.org.
The Cooper-Young Business Association
will feature Freedom Rock as part of the Red
Hot Summer concert series Wednesday, Aug.
14, from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in the gazebo at
Cooper Street and Young Avenue. Cost is free.
Visit cooperyoung.biz.
Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell &

fedex continued from P14

three formal Open Door complaints – an
internal FedEx procedure for resolving
employee concerns.
“This is an issue that has been kicked
around district courts across the country
for years,” Biller said. “That’s why the
Sixth Circuit’s decision in this case is so
important.”
When asked about the appeals court
decision, Boaz said she had just two
words: “Lilly Ledbetter,” referring to a law
named after an Alabama woman who

cooper-young continued from P20

burns as a point of pride inside the hearts
of many Cooper-Young stakeholders,
including some whom regard CooperYoung as a more authentic alternative to
Overton Square.
While Overton Square is being revived

The Orpheum Theatre will host its 19th annual art sale Sunday, Aug. 11, from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
at the theater, 203 S. Main St. Artists will be at
the event to discuss their works with attendees.
A portion of proceeds goes to The Orpheum’s
new Centre for Performing Arts & Leadership.
Tickets are $10. Visit orpheum-memphis.com.
Ballet Memphis and Crosstown Arts will
host “spark: fashion,” part of the spark: conversations series, Thursday, Aug. 15, from 6:30
p.m. to 7:30 p.m. at Crosstown Arts, 430 N.
Watkins St. The discussion about fashion trends
and art will feature Kendall G. Britt Jr., curator of
the En Pointe/En Vogue fashion show at Ballet
Memphis. Cost is free. Visit balletmemphis.org.
Eclectic Eye hosts the “Musings of an Unconscious Mind” by Joseph Arthur at the boutique’s
Midtown showroom, 242 S. Cooper St. The
show runs through Sept. 25. Visit eclectic-eye.
com.
David Lusk Gallery hosts the “Price is Right,”
an annual exhibition of original works less than
$1,000 at the gallery, 4540 Poplar Ave. The
show runs through Aug. 24. Visit davidluskgallery.com.

complained she had been paid less than
men at the end of a 19-year career as a
supervisor at a tire factory.
She lost her case in a Supreme Court
ruling, although Congress later passed
new laws that relax the statute of limitations and allow workers to sue in this type
of case. The first law signed by President
Barack Obama in 2009 amended the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and extended the
180-day statute of limitations for filing an
equal-pay lawsuit. The new law says the
statute resets with each new paycheck affected by a discriminatory action.

by commercial real estate firm Loeb Properties Inc. with a master plan and more
than $20 million in investment, along
with a city-funded parking garage atop
a floodwater detention basin, CooperYoung continues to evolve day-by-day.
“Over here it’s a little more organic,
grass roots, you know,” Cook said.
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Week of 7/29/13 - 8/4/13
crosswords

The Weekly
Crossword
The Weekly Crossword

ACROSS
1 Bony fish
5 ____ on you!
10 Veep's superior
14 Where some
admire from
15 Eagle's claw
16 Hard to come by
17 Absurd
19 Arabian prince
20 Pleasant smell
21 By way of
22 1966 film,
"Born ___"
23 Apartment
dweller
25 Iron deficiency
problem
27 Peruse
29 The "O" in FeO
32 Cafeteria carrier
35 Dilapidated
39 Historic preservation org.
40 WWII general
Arnold
41 Pearly shell
42 HS course
43 Rascal
44 Innumerable
45 Milk's favorite
cookie
46 The final
frontier?
48 Big name in
home computers
50 Three Stooges
trait
54 Boat's guide
58 Jane's dog
60 Put on a long
face
62 Kind of song or
park
63 Handyman's
need
64 Church official
66 Otherwise
67 Chocolate
source
68 Promise to pay
69 Vegan no-no
70 Make joyful
71 Keene's sleuth
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DOWN
33 Wheelchair
52 Word before
access
reef or snake
1 Gem weight
2 Burning
34 Spotted horse
53 NM state flower
3 Radioactive gas 36 2001 Will Smith 55 Room style
4 Preliminary
movie
56 Dramatize
election
37 Pond croaker
57 Extend, as a
contract
5 P-Q-R follower 38 Beneath
6 Marching
41 Prayer ending
58 Flower part
command
45 Experienced
59 Kracow native
7 Hilo greeting
one
61 "___ Girl"
8 Wear black,
47 Serving of veal
(Thomas role)
perhaps
49 Rubber jar ring 65 Name for the
9 Follow
51 Swiftly
nameless
10 Phone number
Answer to Last Week's Crossword
part
M I F F
O P T I C
S A G O
11 WindowE D I E
A R E N A
C L U B
crashing burglar
R E A C T
R U L E
L E A D
12 NY canal
D A T U M
S K I
D U M P Y
13 Dried up
P A S T
S N O B
18 Sugar source
A M C
U T O P I A N
S A P
24 Common cat
R O U G H A G E
B E A D L E
26 Act sullen
A C R E
A M O N G
A U R A
28 Letter opening
H A T T E R
S C O F F L A W
Week of 7/29/13
- 8/4/13
30 Copenhagen
H A M
A T H L E T E
E E L
native
O S H A
L Y R E
31 Therefore
F L I N T
R E D
Y A C H T
A I D S
C A M E L
R O A R
32 Stray Cats song
A N I S E
T R I O
I C E E
"Rock ___
L
E
S
T
D
I
T
T
O
H
E L D
Town"
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public notices

Foreclosure Notices
Madison County
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of a Deed of Trust Note
dated June 18, 2004, and the Deed of
Trust of even date securing the same,
recorded June 24, 2004, at Book T1591,
Page 890 in Office of the Register of
Deeds for Madison County, Tennessee,
executed by Ruth A. Douglas, conveying
certain property therein described to
Kevin Carter as Trustee for Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems, Inc.,
as nominee for Ameritrust Mortgage
Company, its successors and assigns;
and the undersigned, Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having been appointed
Successor Trustee.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by virtue
of the power, duty, and authority vested
in and imposed upon said Successor
Trustee will, on August 22, 2013 on
or about 11:00 A.M., at the Madison
County Courthouse, Jackson, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property hereinafter described to the highest bidder
FOR CASH, free from the statutory right
of redemption, homestead, dower, and
all other exemptions which are expressly
waived in the Deed of Trust, said property
being real estate situated in Madison
County, Tennessee, and being more
particularly described as follows:
The following described lot or parcel
of real estate situated, lying and being
in the Third Ward of the City of Jackson, Madison County, Tennessee,
and more particularly bounded and
described as follows, to-wit:
Being Lot Number 128, in the
Woodland Hills Subdivision, as platted in Plat Book 2, Page 90, in the
Register’s Office of Madison County,
Tennessee.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 190 Ridgemont
Drive, Jackson, Tennessee 383054814
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental
agency, state or federal; any prior liens

or encumbrances as well as any priority
created by a fixture filing; and to any
matter that an accurate survey of the
premises might disclose. In addition, the
following parties may claim an interest
in the above-referenced property: Ruth
A. Douglas
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above. W&A No.
1445-188939
DATED July 18, 2013
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
FOR SALE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.
MYFIR.COM and WWW.REALTYTRAC.
COM
July 26, Aug. 2, 9, 2013 Fin11578
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of a Deed of Trust Note
dated December 1, 2005, and the
Deed of Trust of even date securing the
same, recorded December 13, 2005, at
Book T1724, Page 969 in Office of the
Register of Deeds for Madison County,
Tennessee, executed by John C. Fuller
and Jacqueline Fuller, conveying certain
property therein described to Arnold M.
Weiss, Esq., as Trustee for Wells Fargo
Bank, N.A.; and the undersigned, Wilson
& Associates, P.L.L.C., having been appointed Successor Trustee.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by virtue
of the power, duty, and authority vested
in and imposed upon said Successor
Trustee will, on September 26, 2013 on
or about 11:00 A.M., at the Madison
County Courthouse, Jackson, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property hereinafter described to the highest bidder
FOR CASH, free from the statutory right
of redemption, homestead, dower, and
all other exemptions which are expressly
waived in the Deed of Trust, said property
being real estate situated in Madison
County, Tennessee, and being more
particularly described as follows:
A certain tract or parcel of located
in the Fifth Ward of the City of Jackson, Madison County, Tennessee,
described as follows to-wit:

Beginning at an iron pin in the Western margin of Live Oak Place, at the
Northeast corner of Lot Number 24,
Section V, Indian Hills Subdivision,
a plat of which appears of record
in Plat Book 4, at Page 23, in the
Register’s Office of Madison County,
Tennessee; thence South 75 degrees
23.7 minutes West, with the North
line of Lot Number 24, 160 feet to
an iron pin at the Northwest corner
of Lot Number 24; thence North 14
degrees 36.3 minutes West, 100
feet to an iron pin at the Southwest
corner of Lot Number 22, in said
subdivision; thence North 75 degrees
23.7 minutes East, with the South
line of Lot Number 23, 160 feet to
an iron pin in the Western margin
of Live Oak Place; thence South 14
degrees 36.3 minutes East, with the
Western margin of said Place, 100
feet to the beginning.
Being Lot Number 23, Section V,
Indian Hills Subdivision, platted as
aforesaid.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 23 Live Oak Place,
Jackson, Tennessee 38305-1601
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental
agency, state or federal; any prior liens
or encumbrances as well as any priority
created by a fixture filing; and to any
matter that an accurate survey of the
premises might disclose. In addition, the
following parties may claim an interest
in the above-referenced property: John
C. Fuller; Jacqueline Fuller
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above. W&A No.
1286-233935
DATED July 22, 2013
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
FOR SALE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.
MYFIR.COM and WWW.REALTYTRAC.
COM
July 26, Aug. 2, 9, 2013 Fin11580
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of a Deed of Trust Note
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dated May 10, 2001, and the Deed of
Trust of even date securing the same,
recorded May 16, 2001, at Book T1295,
Page 724 in Office of the Register of
Deeds for Madison County, Tennessee,
executed by Jason Varnell Deaton and
Julie Hutson, conveying certain property
therein described to Charles R. Pettigrew as Trustee for Wells Fargo Home
Mortgage, Inc.; and the undersigned,
Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having
been appointed Successor Trustee.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by virtue
of the power, duty, and authority vested
in and imposed upon said Successor
Trustee will, on August 22, 2013 on
or about 11:00 A.M., at the Madison
County Courthouse, Jackson, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property hereinafter described to the highest bidder
FOR CASH, free from the statutory right
of redemption, homestead, dower, and
all other exemptions which are expressly
waived in the Deed of Trust, said property
being real estate situated in Madison
County, Tennessee, and being more
particularly described as follows:
Beginning on a point in the North
margin of Henderson Road, which
point is the Southeast corner of Holloway and the Southwest corner of
the herein described tract; thence,
from the point of beginning, and with
the East line of Holloway, North 19
degrees 38 minutes 30 seconds East
169.89 feet to a point in the South
line of Williams; thence, with Williams
the following calls: South 71 degrees
43 minutes 38 seconds East 14.97
feet; South 75 degrees 00 minutes
00 seconds East 70.00 feet; South
19 degrees 50 minutes 00 seconds
West 188.00 feet to a point in the
North margin of Henderson Road;
thence, with the margin of said road
the following calls: North 63 degrees
31 minutes 00 seconds West 70.00
feet; North 56 degrees 01 minutes
34 seconds West 15.16 feet to the
point of beginning and containing
0.35 acres.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 458 Old Henderson Road, Jackson, Tennessee
38305-9550
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory

Related Info
Also read our daily edition, The Daily
News, in print or online every business
day for public notices for Memphis &
Shelby County.
Go to www.memphisdailynews.com or
call 683.NEWS for more information.

rights of redemption of any governmental
agency, state or federal; any prior liens
or encumbrances as well as any priority
created by a fixture filing; and to any
matter that an accurate survey of the
premises might disclose. In addition, the
following parties may claim an interest
in the above-referenced property: Jason
Varnell Deaton; Julie Hutson
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above. W&A No.
1286-235979
DATED July 24, 2013
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
FOR SALE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.
MYFIR.COM and WWW.REALTYTRAC.
COM
July 26, Aug. 2, 9, 2013 Fin11584

Foreclosure Notices
Tipton County
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of Trust
Note dated February 23, 2007, and the
Deed of Trust of even date securing the
same, recorded February 27, 2007, at
Book 1327, Page 290 in Office of the
Register of Deeds for Tipton County,
Tennessee, executed by James L. Oakley
and Natalie R. Oakley, conveying certain
property therein described to Arnold M.
Weiss, Esq., as Trustee for Wells Fargo
Continued on page 36
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Continued from page 31
Bank, NA; and the undersigned, Wilson
& Associates, P.L.L.C., having been appointed Successor Trustee.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by virtue
of the power, duty, and authority vested
in and imposed upon said Successor
Trustee will, on September 18, 2013
on or about 10:00 A.M., at the Tipton
County Courthouse, Covington, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property
hereinafter described to the highest
bidder FOR CASH, free from the statutory right of redemption, homestead,
dower, and all other exemptions which
are expressly waived in the Deed of
Trust, said property being real estate
situated in Tipton County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
Commencing at a cotton spindle
found in the centerline of Erwin Road,
said point being an interior corner of
David Bradshaw and the Southwest
Corner of James Groves’ lot (Deed
Book 613, Page 736), then South
15 degrees 36 minutes 56 seconds
West, 159.00 feet along the said
centerline to a cotton spindle set
at the true point of beginning; then
leaving the road and running South
89 degrees 18 minutes 39 seconds
East along the North line of this
partition and passing an iron pin set
at 25.92 feet, but continuing along
the North line of this partition for a
total distance of 283.60 feet to an

iron pin set for the Northeast corner;
thence South 16 degrees 18 minutes 35 seconds West, 159.53 feet
along the East line of this partition
to an iron pin set for the Southeast
corner; thence North 89 degrees 18
minutes 39 seconds an iron pin set
at 257.73 feet, but continuing for a
total distance of 283.60 feet to a
cotton spindle set in the centerline of
Erwin Road; thence North 16 degrees
18 minutes 35 seconds East, 159.53
feet along the said centerline to the
Point of Beginning, encompassing
43,571 square feet or 1.00 acre of
land, more or less.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 620 Erwin Road,
Covington, Tennessee 38019-6116
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental
agency, state or federal; any prior liens
or encumbrances as well as any priority
created by a fixture filing; and to any
matter that an accurate survey of the
premises might disclose. In addition, the
following parties may claim an interest
in the above-referenced property: James
L. Oakley; Natalie R. Oakley
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above. W&A No.
1286-228059
DATED July 17, 2013
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,

Successor Trustee
FOR SALE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.
MYFIR.COM and WWW.REALTYTRAC.
COM
July 26, Aug. 2, 9, 2013 Fin11579
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of a Deed of Trust Note
dated December 18, 2003, and the
Deed of Trust of even date securing the
same, recorded February 18, 2004, at
Book 1122, Page 161 in Office of the
Register of Deeds for Tipton County,
Tennessee, executed by Rebecca R.
Downing and Davin L. Downing, conveying certain property therein described to
Arnold M. Weiss, Esq. as Trustee for
Wells Fargo Home Mortgage, Inc.; and
the undersigned, Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., having been appointed Successor Trustee.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by virtue
of the power, duty, and authority vested
in and imposed upon said Successor
Trustee will, on August 28, 2013 on or
about 10:00 A.M., at the Tipton County
Courthouse, Covington, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property hereinafter
described to the highest bidder FOR
CASH, free from the statutory right of
redemption, homestead, dower, and all
other exemptions which are expressly
waived in the Deed of Trust, said property being real estate situated in Tipton
County, Tennessee, and being more
particularly described as follows:
All that certain parcel of land situate
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in the County of Tipton, State of Tennessee being known and designated
as follows:
Description of Lot 64 of Reeder
Place, Section G, as recorded in Plat
Cabinet C Slide 116, said property
being located on the West side of
Brenda Drive (having a 50 feet total
R.O.W.) and being situated in the 6th
Election District of Tipton County,
Tennessee.
Beginning at a found rebar in the
West R.O.W. line of Brenda Drive
(having a 50 feet total R.O.W.)
being the Southeast corner of Lot
64 of Reeder Place, Section G, as
recorded in Plat Cabinet C Slide 116,
also being the Northeast corner of
Lot 63 of said subdivision; thence in
a Southwestwardly direction, along
the South line of lot 64, also being
the North line of Lot 63, South 89
degrees 13 minutes 34 seconds West
a distance of 200.00 feet to a found
rebar being the Southwest corner
of Lot 64, also being the Northwest
corner of Lot 63 and being in the
East line of Lot 42 and 41 of Reeder
Place, Section E, North 00 degrees
46 minutes 26 seconds West, a distance of 80.00 feet to a found rebar
being the Northwest corner of Lot 64,
also being the Southwest corner of
Lot 65 of said subdivision; thence in
a Northeastwardly direction, along
the North line of Lot 64, also being
the South line of Lot 65, North 89
degrees 13 minutes 34 seconds
East, a distance of 200.00 feet to a
found rebar on the West R.O.W. line
of Brenda Drive, being the Northeast
corner of Lot 64, also being the
Southeast corner of Lot 65; thence
in a Southeastwardly direction along
the West R.O.W line in Brenda Drive,
being the East line of Lot 64, South
00 degrees 46 minutes 26 seconds
East, a distance of 80.00 feet to the
point of beginning and containing
0.3673 acres, more or less.
TAX ID: 95-L/A/64
ALSO KNOWN AS: 313 Brenda Drive,
Munford, Tennessee 38058
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental
agency, state or federal; any prior liens
or encumbrances as well as any priority
created by a fixture filing; and to any
matter that an accurate survey of the
premises might disclose. In addition, the
following parties may claim an interest
in the above-referenced property: Rebecca R. Downing; Davin L. Downing;
Citifinancial, Inc.; Citifinancial, Inc
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above. W&A No.
1286-130783
DATED July 26, 2013
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
FOR SALE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.
MYFIR.COM and WWW.REALTYTRAC.
COM
Aug. 2, 9, 16, 2013
Fin11587
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of a Deed of Trust Note
dated March 9, 2007, and the Deed of
Trust of even date securing the same,
recorded March 23, 2007, at Book
1332, Page 77 in Office of the Register
of Deeds for Tipton County, Tennessee,
executed by William Davis, conveying
certain property therein described to
Atty. Arnold M. Weiss, a Resident of
Shelby County as Trustee for Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems, Inc.,
as nominee for Homecomings Financial,
LLC (F/K/A Homecomings Financial
Network, Inc.), its successors and
assigns; and the undersigned, Wilson
& Associates, P.L.L.C., having been
appointed Successor Trustee.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and

that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by virtue
of the power, duty, and authority vested
in and imposed upon said Successor
Trustee will, on September 4, 2013
on or about 10:00 A.M., at the Tipton
County Courthouse, Covington, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property
hereinafter described to the highest
bidder FOR CASH, free from the statutory right of redemption, homestead,
dower, and all other exemptions which
are expressly waived in the Deed of
Trust, said property being real estate
situated in Tipton County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
Being Lot 23 of Hickory Hollow
Subdivision, Section A, consisting of
approximately 9.4 acres as shown on
plat of record in Plat Book 2, Page
81, in the Register’s Office of Tipton
County, Tennessee, to which plat
reference is hereby made for a more
particular description of said Lot.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 460 Hickory Hollow Drive, Drummonds, Tennessee
38023
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental
agency, state or federal; any prior liens
or encumbrances as well as any priority
created by a fixture filing; and to any
matter that an accurate survey of the
premises might disclose. In addition, the
following parties may claim an interest in
the above-referenced property: William
Davis
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above. W&A No.
931-237462
DATED July 26, 2013
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
FOR SALE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.
MYFIR.COM and WWW.REALTYTRAC.
COM
Aug. 2, 9, 16, 2013
Fin11589
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of a Deed of Trust Note
dated April 13, 2004, and the Deed of
Trust of even date securing the same,
recorded April 14, 2004, at Book 1133,
Page 138 and re-recorded on May 25,
2004, at Book 1141, Page 582 in Office of the Register of Deeds for Tipton
County, Tennessee, executed by James
Leslie Pugh Timothy James Pugh Betty
J. Pugh Stephanie Pugh Timothy James
Pugh and James Leslie Pugh, conveying
certain property therein described to Diane Slack and Todd Goodhart as Trustee
for Mortgage Electronic Registration
Systems, Inc, as nominee for Fieldstone
Mortgage Company, its successors and
assigns; and the undersigned, Wilson
& Associates, P.L.L.C., having been
appointed Successor Trustee.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by virtue
of the power, duty, and authority vested
in and imposed upon said Successor
Trustee will, on August 28, 2013 on or
about 10:00 A.M., at the Tipton County
Courthouse, Covington, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property hereinafter
described to the highest bidder FOR
CASH, free from the statutory right of
redemption, homestead, dower, and all
other exemptions which are expressly
waived in the Deed of Trust, said property being real estate situated in Tipton
County, Tennessee, and being more
particularly described as follows:
Being Lot Number 12 located and
bounded as indicated and shown on
the map or plat of Hyde Park Mills,
Inc. Subdivision Number 2 of record in
Book 227, Page 510 of the Register’s
Office of Tipton County, Tennessee,
to which reference is hereby made
for a more particular description of
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said property.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 201 Gillespie Drive,
Covington, Tennessee 38019
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental
agency, state or federal; any prior liens
or encumbrances as well as any priority
created by a fixture filing; and to any
matter that an accurate survey of the
premises might disclose. In addition, the
following parties may claim an interest
in the above-referenced property: James
Leslie Pugh; Timothy James Pugh;
Betty J. Pugh; Stephanie Pugh; Ricky
and Donna Elrod; Timothy James Pugh;
James Leslie Pugh; RAB Performance
Recoveries LLC as of Chase Bank
USA
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above. W&A No.
700-210930
DATED July 25, 2013
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
FOR SALE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.
MYFIR.COM and WWW.REALTYTRAC.
COM
Aug. 2, 9, 16, 2013
Fin11588
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of a Deed of Trust Note
dated May 4, 2001, and the Deed of
Trust of even date securing the same,
recorded May 8, 2001, at Book 941,
Page 208 in Office of the Register
of Deeds for Tipton County, Tennessee, executed by Rick J. Abrams and
Carol Abrams, conveying certain property
therein described to Thomas F. Baker,
IV as Trustee for First Horizon Home
Loan Corporation d/b/a First Tennessee Home Loans; and the undersigned,
Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having
been appointed Successor Trustee.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by virtue
of the power, duty, and authority vested
in and imposed upon said Successor
Trustee will, on October 2, 2013 on or
about 10:00 A.M., at the Tipton County
Courthouse, Covington, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property hereinafter
described to the highest bidder FOR
CASH, free from the statutory right of
redemption, homestead, dower, and all
other exemptions which are expressly
waived in the Deed of Trust, said property being real estate situated in Tipton
County, Tennessee, and being more
particularly described as follows:
Being Lot Number 2 of Roberts
Estates, Section A, as recorded at
Plat Cabinet D, Slide 110-B, in the
Register’s Office of Tipton County,
Tennessee, to which reference is
hereby made for a more particular
description of said property.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 5508 Highway
59 West, Covington, Tennessee
38019
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental
agency, state or federal; any prior liens
or encumbrances as well as any priority
created by a fixture filing; and to any
matter that an accurate survey of the
premises might disclose. In addition, the
following parties may claim an interest
in the above-referenced property: Rick
J. Abrams; Carol Abrams
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above. W&A No.
700-167105

DATED July 30, 2013
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
FOR SALE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.
MYFIR.COM and WWW.REALTYTRAC.
COM
Aug. 9, 16, 23, 2013
Fin11591
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of a Deed of Trust Note
dated December 27, 2002, and the
Deed of Trust of even date securing
the same, recorded January 3, 2003,
at Book 1040, Page 795 in Office of
the Register of Deeds for Tipton County,
Tennessee, executed by Christopher
Panel and Ronda Lynn Panel, conveying
certain property therein described to
Kathryn L. Harris P.O. Box 54 Rossville
Fayette County, TN 38066 as Trustee
for Mortgage Electronic Registration
Systems, Inc. acting as a separate corporation solely as nominee for Community
Mortgage Corporation and Community
Mortgage Corporation’s successors and
assigns; and the undersigned, Wilson
& Associates, P.L.L.C., having been
appointed Successor Trustee.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by virtue
of the power, duty, and authority vested
in and imposed upon said Successor
Trustee will, on September 18, 2013
on or about 10:00 A.M., at the Tipton
County Courthouse, Covington, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property
hereinafter described to the highest
bidder FOR CASH, free from the statutory right of redemption, homestead,
dower, and all other exemptions which
are expressly waived in the Deed of
Trust, said property being real estate
situated in Tipton County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
Lot 10, Section A, Munford Estates
Subdivision as recorded in the Tipton
County Register’s Office, Plat Cabinet
B, Slide 71-72 and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a point in the West line
of West Drive, said point being 32.48
feet Southwardly from the South line
of Hillview Drive; thence Southwardly
along said West line a distance of
174.41 feet to a corner of Lot 21;
thence Southwestwardly along the
line dividing Lots 21 and 20 from
Lot 10 a distance of 305.80 feet to
a corner of Lot 11; thence Northwestwardly along the line dividing Lots 11
and 10 a distance of 200.0 feet to
a point in the South line of Hillview
Drive; thence Eastwardly along said
South line a distance of 326.26 feet

to a point of curvature; thence on a
curve to the right having a radius of
25 feet to a distance of 45.74 feet
to the point of beginning according to
survey of Larry L. Campbell, License
Number 665 whose address is 866
Ridgeway Loop Road, Memphis, TN,
Dated June 4, 1991.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 55 Hillview Drive,
Munford, Tennessee 38058
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental
agency, state or federal; any prior liens
or encumbrances as well as any priority
created by a fixture filing; and to any
matter that an accurate survey of the
premises might disclose. In addition,
the following parties may claim an interest in the above-referenced property:
Christopher Panel; Ronda Lynn Panel;
Ronda Lynn Panel
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above. W&A No.
817-220054
DATED July 18, 2013
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
FOR SALE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.
MYFIR.COM and WWW.REALTYTRAC.
COM
Aug. 9, 16, 23, 2013
Fin11592
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
AND SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE’S SALE
Default having been made in the
terms and conditions of payments, pursuant to a certain Deed of Trust executed
by Rex Pettijohn and Jane Fenton, both
unmarried, to Trace Robbins, Trustee,
dated the 25th day of July, 2007 and
being of record in Book 1356, page 163,
Register’s Office for Tipton County, Tennessee, referred to herein as the deed
of trust, which conveyed certain real
property, appurtenances, estate, title
and interest therein in trust to secure the
indebtedness described therein, which
indebtedness is now due and unpaid and
has been declared in default by the lawful owner thereof, Beneficial Tennessee,
Inc. Appointment of Substitute Trustee
having been duly executed by the holder
of the note and beneficiary of said Deed
of Trust, and appointing William Timothy
Hill as Substitute Trustee.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, William Timothy
Hill, Trustee, pursuant to the said Deed
of Trust, having been requested by the
owner and holder of said indebtedness
so to do, by virtue of the authority and

power vested in me by said deed of trust
and appointing of Substitute Trustee
will on the 30th day of August, 2013,
at 12:00 noon, on the front door of the
Tipton County Courthouse, Covington,
Tennessee, sell at public outcry to the
highest bidder for cash (or credit upon
the indebtedness secured, if the holder
is the successful purchaser) the following described property located in Tipton
County, Tennessee, to wit:
Lot 9, Section B, Strong Subdivision,
as shown on plat of record in Plat
Cabinet A, Slide 170 in the Register’s
Office of Tipton County, Tennessee, to
which plan reference is hereby made
for a more complete and accurate
description.
BEING the same property conveyed to
Rex Pettijohn and Jane Fenton, T/I/C,
by deed recorded 8/7-2 in Book 1015,
page 488, in the Register of Deeds Office for Tipton County, Tennessee.
This is improved property known as
65 Laverne, Atoka, TN.
If there is any discrepancy with the
street address, the legal description
will control.
At the time of this publication, the §
35-5-117 notice of the right to foreclose
was timely forwarded. The sale of the
property described in said Deed of Trust
shall be subject to any and all instrument
of record, prior liens, encumbrances,
deeds of trust, easements, restrictions,
building lines, unpaid taxes, assessments, penalties and interest, if any. All
right and equity of redemption, homestead, dower and all other exceptions are
expressly waived in said Deed of Trust,
and the title is believed to be good, but
the Substitute Trustee will convey and
sell only as Substitute Trustee. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the sale
to another day or time certain without
further publication, upon announcement
at the time for the above.
This is an attempt to collect a debt
and any information obtained will be
used for that purpose.
Other interested parties: LVNV Funding, LLC
This 31st day of July, 2013.

Related Info
Also read our daily edition, The Daily
News, in print or online every business
day for public notices for Memphis &
Shelby County.
Go to www.memphisdailynews.com or
call 683.NEWS for more information.

William Timothy Hill, Substitute
Trustee
Aug. 9, 16, 23, 2013
Fin11590

Misc. Notices
Shelby County
PUBLIC NOTICE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE
UNDERSIGNED WILL SELL, TO SATISFY
LEIN OF THE OWNER, AT PUBLIC SALE BY
COMPETITVE BIDDING ON AUGUST 13,
2013 AT 11:45 PM AT THE EXTRA SPACE
STORAGE FACILITY LOCATED AT:
4994 RALEIGH-LAGRANGE
MEMPHIS, TN. 38128
901-388-9272
THE PERSONAL GOODS STORED THEREIN
BY THE FOLLOWING MAY INCLUDE, BUT
ARE NOT LIMITED TO GENERAL HOUSEHOLD, FURNITURE,BOXES,CLOTHES,
AND APPLIANCES.
B003 TANYA PRUITT, B079 LONYEA
HARRIS, C038 LASHONDA DIOUF,
D009A REBEKAH HART, D009B LILLIE
ROME, E003 LONIEL BLACKSHIRE,
E014 MISTY RAGLAND, G041 KEVIN
HENDERSON.
PURCHASES MUST BE MADE WITH
CASH ONLY AND PAID AT THE TIME
OF SALE. ALL GOODS ARE SOLD AS IS
AND MUST BE REMOVED AT THE TIME
OF PURCHASE. EXTRA SPACE STORAGE
RESERVES THE RIGHT TO BID. SALE IS
SUBJECT TO ADJOURNMENT.
Aug. 11, 2013
Min11586
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School Year Signals
New Education Era

F

or those hoping the opening of the school year
would be the end of the
turbulence in public education in Shelby County,
we have bad news.
We also have bad news for those
who fervently believed the opening
of the school year would simply be
the end of public education in Shelby
County, at least until suburban school
systems are formed one year from now.
It’s not that simple.
The changes will keep coming.
They were coming with or without a
merger of Memphis City Schools and
Shelby County Schools. This is the new
normal and it is a plan.
It’s what interim schools superintendent Dorsey Hopson means when
he talks about a goal of schools that
feel the same to students as they did
when the two separate school systems
in Shelby County closed last May.
It means students will continue to
be pushed to grow and their teachers
will be pushed to help them grow. The
goal for those who are behind is to
bring them further in a shorter period
of time with quantifiable progress by
objective standards.
The merger has peeled away a couple of facades in local education even
with the coming of separate suburban
school systems.
One is the idea that Shelby County
Schools was a barely altered version of
the little red school houses that a long
time ago were at the heart of what had
been a set of schools in an outer county

that wasn’t suburban but rural.
That hasn’t existed for quite some
time. But the image has endured
with some political leaders doggedly
defending the fantasy of a school system adhering to long-held traditional
education theories that continued to
produce results.
But it was a disservice to the
educators in county schools who have
proven to be on the cutting edge of reforms even if their efforts stood outside
the spotlight to accentuate tradition.
The other facade was the idea of an
urban school system where any effort
to overcome the pervasive weight of
poverty must wait on the knitting of
a complete fabric of social services to
even begin the most basic reforms. Because some of those outside Memphis
had come to view its school system as
the ultimate laboratory for any reform
idea, a reactionary toughness developed to show those running the lab
who was really in charge.
The two facades played off each
other. Meanwhile parents in both systems continued to search for the best
school for their child and hope it didn’t
change until their child was out.
Consider where the two school
systems were at the end of the last
school year of their separate existences
as measured by state achievement test
results released last month.
A third or less of students who are
advanced or proficient in science,
math and reading is not good enough.
Neither is being in the 66 percent
range.

Cuckoo History Of
‘Cuckoo’s Calling’
neither J.K. Rowling, her agent nor publishAs I understand it, “The Cuckoo’s
ers were in any way involved.” That makes
Calling,” a first-fiction item by one Robert
us all feel better, right? And then …
Galbraith (not the retired doctor from Little
… The Sunday Times rubbed it in,
Rock) was released last April. With
kinda, by asking language experts to
generally positive reviews springcompare Galbraith’s style with Rowling forth, 3,000 or so copies had
ing’s and other writers’, leading to
been sold in England and the
guess what? A computer science prof
U.S. by early July. And then …
at Duquesne quickly went on record
… London’s Sunday Times
fingering Rowling as the likely
ran a story saying that Galbraith
author of “Cuckoo.”
was one and the same with
Thoroughly outed now,
Harry Potter author J.K.
VIC FLEMING
Rowling
began to speak: “Only a
Rowling. The paper said it had
I SWEAR
tiny number of people knew my
received a tweet from a solid
pseudonym and it has not been pleasant
source, and speculation ran immediately in
to wonder for days how a woman whom I
Rowling’s direction. And then …
had never heard of … could have found out
… Little, Brown and Co. commissioned
something that many of my oldest friends
300,000 more copies of “Cuckoo,” which
did not know.”
(surprise, surprise!) has raced to the top of
Robert Galbraith may now be the most
best-seller lists worldwide. And then …
talked-about pen name since Richard Bach… A British law firm, Russells Soliciman was unmasked as Stephen King in the
tors, came forward to admit that one of its
1980s. Whereas King discontinued that alias
partners, Chris Gossage, “had let the infor(saying Bachman died of “cancer of the
mation slip to his wife’s best friend, Judith
pseudonym”), Rowling says she’ll keep the
Callegari.” Ms. Callegari’s Twitter account
Galbraith gig going. In “Cuckoo,” private dewas deleted the next day. As perhaps only a
tective Cormoran Strike, a former M.P. who
group of solicitors could do, Russells issued
lost a leg in Afghanistan,
a statement that “we
is deeply in debt; his
apologize unreservgirlfriend’s just dumped
edly” to Rowling, but …
him; and he has only
“… Whilst accepting Fleming’s weekly puzzle Page 30
one client. As you might
his [Gossage’s] own
expect, a high profile
culpability, the disclocase comes his way, and it looks as though
sure was made in confidence to someone
he might just be able to change his luck. As
he trusted implicitly.” His wife’s best friend,
one reviewer wrote, Rowling “doesn’t break
huh? And then …
new ground in P.I. novels” with this book, but
… Russells, which specializes in enterit’s a pretty good “series kickoff, no matter
tainment law, confirmed “that this leak was
whose name appears on the cover.”
not part of any marketing plan and that

I Swear Crossword

I Say Once Again to Our Civic Leaders – Grow Up

MEMPHASIS

dan conaway

IT’S NOT JUST ABOUT THE CHILDREN. THEY’RE IN CHARGE.
I should thank the city council for
this opportunity to repeat a column
instead of come up with something new.
With these folks, it’s the same old stuff.
I wrote the gist of this two years ago
when we were three years in arrears
paying our school children the $57.4 million we owe them. Now it’s five years and
seven new school systems in the works
later, and we still haven’t paid our kids
back. After the court – and the appeals
court –said we had to, what’s it going to
take to make us stop acting like snot-

nosed little brats and behave?
It’s a good thing they’ve outlawed
paddling because it would be a real
spectacle to see the whole council
chamber get one.
When I was about 8, Johnny Edgar
swung upside down on our chinning
bar and, unbeknownst to him, 75 cents
fell out of his pocket. A fortune. Found
money.
He went home. I went to McLaurine’s Bakery – éclair, 8 cents – then to
Normal Drug Store – root beer float, 10
cents – and then a one-horn-blast, twobrake-slam dash across Highland to the
Dairy Queen – banana split, 50 cents.
After tax, a balance of 3 cents. After
three jawbreakers, zero balance.
I had earned a stomachache that I
thought would prove fatal so, with nothing to lose, I confessed to my mother.
When you hurl right in front of your
mother, the evidence is undeniable.

I was marched to Johnny’s house,
apologized in front of his family, and
gave him his 75 cents back out of Mom’s
purse. I was sent to my room to, “Just
wait until your father gets home.” The
stomachache was then replaced with
one a bit south and to the rear.
In 2008, the city council took $57
million, give or take a jawbreaker, of the
schools’ lunch money. Then they gave
all of us a big banana split of a property
tax cut and root beer float raises all over
town – and a public education stomachache so big the county’s been hurling
ever since.
It’s time to say to the city council,
“Just wait until your father gets home.”
The courts told them to march right
over to the school board and give them
their money back. They haven’t. Yet they
have third grade hissy fits, full of overacted righteous indignation, saying, “Trust
us, we’ll pay.” The new unified school

board is unified in one regard. They don’t
trust the city council.
Because of their childish gesture to
avoid responsibility by simply ducking
it, the city’s had to endure budget crisis
after budget crisis just trying to get back
to where we were before the council
stuffed themselves with school money.
I had to pay my mother back that 75
cents out of my allowance and I never
had another banana split from the Dairy
Queen. And it wasn’t the amount that
got me spanked; it was the taking of it.
Paying it back is simply right. Painful.
Sacrificial. And right.
I’m a Memphian, and we need adult
guidance.
Dan Conaway is a lifelong Memphian, longtime adman and aspiring local character in a city known
for them. Reach him at dan@
wakesomebodyup.com.
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Want access to foreclosure
properties in shelby county?
List incLudes:
• Property Address
• Grantee (Bank Name)
• Foreclosure Date
• Property Description
… And more!

sign up today for data
direct Foreclosure
Filings from the
daily news online.

Only

$50/mOnth
Contact us to find out about receiving
additional data through our Data Direct
service including bankruptcy filings,
foreclosure notices, marriage licenses,
building permits and more!

Receive a list
of Foreclosure
Properties as they
are filed! Emailed
directly to you Daily, Weekly
or Monthly …
You choose!
Foreclosed property lists
are sent via email in data
format. Easily identify and
pursue properties that
you want to purchase!

Contact Wendy Greenlaw at 901-528-5273
or wendy@memphisdailynews.com to learn more!

